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Push Button High Speed Transportation 
Safer and Surer than Human Hands and Heads 

| ‘ Southwestern Bell eS Pacific Telephone & 
a Telephone Com- oo Telegraph Company, 

4 f edidtyd pany, St. Louis, Mo. thiamine Me” San Francisco, Cal’ 
| : THE Mauran, Russell & Hh a " J.R. Miller, T. L. 
| Co ARLE Crowell, Architects it if vi Pflueger & A. A. 
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Barclay-Vesey Build- GS “aag. S , 27) APM ASR URRY ES 
ing, New York Tele- i 4 Qhio Bell Telephone Bt da idlis vai Was 
phone Company, | ¢.3 nee Company,Cleveland, ee aE Gah ae 

| New York. a J : Ohio. a7 soya: Pa 
McKenzie, Voorhees |2 9 a. 7 Hubbell & Benes Co., |Eramemmn a 71 eA : . 
& Gmelin, Architects | 5 ee Architects ahs Ea pan cas ate rey 

OR many years, thinkers who watch _ of other types. Control is entirely auto- 
mechanical progress with a friendly matic, the car being operated by the 

| eye have asserted that the goal of ma- __ pressing of car or hall button. ; 
| inéty: i i . . 

chinery a set mankind mee from This type of control automatically 
catevfondia aN ie ecteeniedie ek brings the elevator to a stop within an 

| eal tort hes oa so ‘ fie fit aki 1c exactness of level which eliminates the 
At evolution as particularly’ Atted tums delays of readjustment experienced under 
1 In two of our most important indus- the old system, and also automatically 

tries there have been recent develop- _ opens the doors as the car stops. This 
| ments which may be truthfully said to accuracy of landing greatly eliminates 

have ushered in a new epoch. The dial the possibility of accident. 
{ i- r ‘ 

telephone Pel ean of send In view of these epoch-making de- 
i ae has prove fine 4 ad che ant velopments in the telephone and ele- 
| emcient servant ; man. lea the Ge vator industries, it is most appropriate 

Signa a E ent also a, Pro -n that the four new monumental telephone 
| o  vatuttin Oran feed S buildings stretching across the country, 

a revolutionary step forward. and located in New York, Cleveland, 
| The transportation system ofamodern St. Louis and San Francisco, should be 

| building requires fewer elevators of this equipped with the latest type of Otis 
| new type, than were heretofore required Signal Control Elevators. 
) 

| 

OTIS ELEVATOR’ COMPANY 
i Offices in all Principal Cities of the World 

legge mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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Three U 1 Public Servants 
oe These public utility power stations, 

constructed by The Foundation 
j Company, are now contributing to 

coeds - : the welfare of the communities they 

eee eee i me Sh serve. 
ee fro ae a sl Boi, The Power Station of the Columbia Power 
int ell s ci Lik Company, near Cincinnati, Ohio, contains 

the latest developments in steam and elec- 
, trical generation. It has a present capacity 

ke of 120,000 H.P. which will be ultimately 
ena serene + sad increased to 480,000 H.P. Ground was 

broken February 14, 1924, and power was 
- Ss generated December 10, 1925,—such the 
el ie Ca record for construction. 

oe 3 eee) In the heart of the Kentucky coal fields a 
ee “oe el $y i Lae steam power plant has been constructed, 

ee ch Na} a a eam designed to utilize fuel near its source and 
; aes wea i 8 transmit electrical energy to nearby indus- 

| Pe od Baia sc oh EMRE Napier te yd trial centers, including the mines from a ea we Yanga) 3 eee = : : : PA Ae Ope oc, ei which the fuel is taken. This $3,500,000 
rete si ies station of the Kentucky Utilities Com- 
> ee ta Se gs pany, near Pineville, Kentucky, is a link aa pe GER or in a chain of super-power stations in this 

region. 

—_ - — -_ At Philo, on the Muskingum River in 
- ‘ Ohio, is situated a power plant of the Ohio 

| Power Company which has become noted 
| for its economical operation. Located 

/ : : where a navigation dam makes a consider- 
id Ll = ; aoe oe able difference in level in the river, water 
mi WH... 2.208 lis... oe Roy for condensing is taken above and dis- 
fi i a THLEVTLE. j cee | charged below the dam without pumping. 
(if 1 Pie ta ee a Unusual efficiency is obtained with the 
Sr aah ge ee most modern fuel handling machinery in 

i ee me | oy oe 4 both wet and dry storage ee eee eae ae. | Y &e. 

— Power plant construction is a spe- 
Sargent and Lundy Engineers of these Power Stations cialty of this organization. 

CITY OF NEW YORK 

Office Buildings +» Industrial Plants . Warehouses . Railroads and Terminals » Foundations 
Underpinning. Filtration and Sewage Plants. Hydro-Electric Developments . Power Houses 
Highways +» River and Harbor Developments « Bridges and Bridge Piers » Mine Shafts and Tunnels 

ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO MEXICO CITY LONDON, ENGLAND 
PITTSBURGH LOS ANGELES LIMA, PERU BRUSSELS, BELGIUM 
CHICAGO MONTREAL, CANADA CARTAGENA, COLOMBIA TOKYO, JAPAN 

BUILDERS OF SUPERSTRUCTURES AS WELL AS SUBSTRUCTURES 
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| alt Soy, << SS Ss > . ry . Many of the greatest electrical projects in the [ 
i 3 ws : Ss ous *| world are Allis-Chalmer accomplishments. Cred- i 

i “Se oe UUmrCONCS - ited to Allis-Chalmer too, is much of the most : 
| | Se 8 - - NS; ms vital progress in standard electric motors. And | 
| OT _ now comes a_highly-developed new series of i 
i 7 / Sey as fq - : induction motors augmenting the established z 

\ / “4 BSS Allis-Chalmers line. ! 

| ~~ Ge : 2 New economics of motor operation are achieved ! 
| ese Ff by taking all motion on Timken tapered roller | 
| - te bearings. oo compactly are one cerned i 
: so whether radial. thrust, or shock —that shorter, : 
| . Lo 4 more rigid shafts, with less overhang, are used. I 

| te. _ All but a very minor portion of routine lubrica- i 
j — re tion and inspection costs are eliminated. Per- 2 
| : 6 _ manently correct clearance is assured. | 

t —_— i — Still further savings result from the ideal ! 
| ee » . starting conditions, from the lighter running | 
i se \._==-sSsSssesese aay load. from ne tight bearing enclosure, and = i 
z i ee = the adaptability to any position without altera- ' 
l — a. sin tions. Then add such characteristic Allis-Chal- | 
| mers betterments as the electric steel frame and i 
. saddle blocks, the silver-brazed rotor bars, the 5 
l unit core design, the special insulating process, | 
| A L / TS- CHA LMERS and perfected Allis-Chalmers cooling. i 

I Traditional Allis-Chalmers economy is reinforced i 
if MIL in Allis-Chalmers roller bearing induction motors, : 

| WAUKEE, WISCONSIN a notable addition to the Allis-Chalmers line. ! 
! District Sales Offices in all Principal Cities an alls Chalmers yenrceentalive or a request | 
i ‘or data will bring full information. i 
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MINING IN HONDURAS 
By Joun V. Mancotp, M. S. Min. ’25 

A of the large scale mining in Honduras can be to allow the drilling crew to work beneath the back. 

seen by visiting the property of the New York When the entire block of ore has been broken, it is 

and Honduras Rosario Mining Company at San Juan- drawn out, and the stope is left as an empty cavity 

cito, about twenty miles northeast of Tegucigalpa, the two or more feet in width, which extends upward 

capital city, The concession, covering about twenty-five about one hundred feet. In case the country rock is not 

square miles of territory, was granted to the present strong enough to be self-sustaining during mining, the 

company in 1882 for a twenty year period, in consid- vein material is shot down first onto canvas, and then 

eration of the construction of a school and a hospital thrown down a chute to cars below. Then the cavity 

in San Juancito, and a hydro-electric plant in Teguci- is filled by shooting waste from the walls. The waste 

galpa. The contract was renewed occasionally in con- is covered anew with canvas, and the cycle is repeated. 

sideration of various public benefactions by the ope- The present mine is developed by fifteen different 

rators, the last contract having been closed in 1920 for 
another twenty year period. [a i a, oo, 4 

The geology in the vicinity of the mine is simple. | 7 agiagMaeange -; ee yee 
Slates were intruded by andesite, and later both were os gaia Nb . “a 

cut by the nearly vertical veins which are now being essa ee AW gt ae 7, a 

mined. The Rosario vein, the first main producer, is Rei ¢ A a . Nd ¢ 

apparently a magmatic intrusion which later was sub- ce) Py oc Bo ey é 1 eh ee 

jected to secondary enrichment. The upper, or oxide ew a. i \ ce é: =. { he 

zone, produced large amounts of silver and gold, but ee ‘a aoe | a a. ‘ 
the lower portion is rich in copper only, and it cannot ee ott ¥ “MA 4 + og a : i Nis 

be mined profitably. The San Miguel system was the ia | . = wa UY eae: 

next big producer. It was developed just in time to re- i; we aa Stee we ee 

lieve the nearly exhausted Rosario of the responsibility Lr Ee eR or 
of supplying the mull, about five years ago. In its turn, The Bullion Guard . 

the San Miguel vein gave way to the Salvador vein, 

and at the present time, it seems that the Independencia, — levels, at one hundred feet intervals, extending from the 

the latest discovery will soon be called upon to furnish “‘Upper goo” to the “Lower 600,” the numbering being 

the bulk of the ore. It is not to be understood that referred to the zero level of the original mine. The 

only four veins have been developed. The names apply upper 150 level, familiarly known as the Pena Blanca 

only to the main veins of various systems,—the entire (White Rock) is the main haulage level, upon which 

list of which would fatigue all but connoisseurs in min- the ore is collected by trains drawn by trolley locomo- 

ing nomenclature. tives. The terminal on this level is a large collecting 

Mining is done generally by the use of shrinkage- chute, through which the ore is passed to the Lower 

stopes. An adit is driven from the side of the hill Goo,” seven hundred and fifty feet below. Trains on 
to intersect the vein. When the vein is reached, it is this level draw the ore from the chute and haul it to 

opened by a longitudinal horizontal drift, and raises the mill bin, the top of which is just below the level 

are put up at intervals of about one hundred feet. The of the track serving it. The ore above the upper 150 

top of the drift is timbered and covered with lagging, is passed to collecting points on this level through chutes 
and ore is shot down onto the floor thus formed. and old stopes. The ore below the upper 150 is passed 

Enough ore is drawn through the raises to make room — similarly to collecting points on the lower 600.
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Co = j Z = : generations of suppression and unhygienic living, and 

ay ees sa ss i their irresponsibility. As is generally true for all Cen- 

a aaa ae nts a se io. oer" tral Americans, the Honduranian can carry excessive 

gis rece ADIEU fee a4 re cm . loads upon his back, and walk over the steepest hills ~ 

vel Dua ea — ae with little effort. But he is very inefficient at tasks 

Pe met ag R.! i ™ Mog - : which require strength in arms and shoulders. Although 
aM OI Pie) See iF mI 3 “oF ‘ q many individuals become good craftsmen, it is almost 

jaa NA ae na “Li . atk i da impossible to educate the average laborer to use machin- 

é et Saat Ey Sey rl ery effectively. In all tasks requiring sustained physical 

“ J a . a —— ee exertion and attention, the Honduranian quickly be- 

4 — Me f wee) Py We Fao comes fatigued. Many people believe that this is due 

A : ay sec) { le mie a in a large measure to poor food. With the wages re- 

ceived, the worker can buy only corn for “Tortillas” 

“The Good Old Days still exist in’ Honduras (a flat cake of corn baked upon a flat stone) and very 

Drifting is done with large water Leyner drills, and little meat. It is now quite generally recognized that the 

stoping and raising is done with air stoppers. A con- human body requires a variety of food as well as a 
siderable footage of holes is drilled by hand, with sufficient quantity and quality. 

three-pound-single-jacks. Air for the drills and small Besides the poor diet, the worker has seldom had 

hoists in the mine is furnished at the Pena Blanca time to reach maturity before beginning his “career of 

portal by two Ingersoll-Rand compressors, each of which labor.” Many boys scarcely sixteen years old are at 

is driven by an A.C, 500 k.w. motor. A smaller unit work underground, and others scarcely eight or ten are 

was installed during the fall of 1924 to supplement the employed at menial tasks such as caring for mules ant 

other two during peak loads. running errands. Perhaps the evils of child labor in 

The ore is treated in a 400-ton mill using the all- the surroundings of a mine in Honduras are not so 
sliming-all-cyanide process. It is first crushed to four pronounced as they are in a mill or factory town in a 

mesh in two batteries of five gravity stamps each. machine-ridden country like the United States but it 
This four mesh product is ground to slime in two tube- would seem that if these boys were forced to attend 

mills, which discharge into Pachuca air agitators. After school they would grow into better men and tend to 

agitation has been continued long enough for all the raise the level of living in their community, which in 

gold and silver to be dissolved, the pulp is filtered in turn would react to raise 

Merrill filter presses, and the pregnant solution run to |aaRaS < the efficiency of the labor. 

the “refinery.” This solution is mixed with zinc dust |m rh This is a phase of the 

in order to precipitate the silver and gold, and pumped Ce oe ‘i labor situation which can- 

into a Kelly filter press which recovers the cyanides |i ; rs At not be analyzed complet- 
of the metals. When a press is full of precipitate it is lg 2) rr ely from any studies made 

taken apart and the cake is put into electrically heated A aa ee ou Y in countries further ad- 

pan driers. The next day the dried precipitate is melted gk Ws ee vanced in the practice of 
with flux and the resulting metal is cast into bars which a “ y -| social improvements. A 
weigh approximately 115 pounds each. No further re- i \) a4 ig i more pitiful and perhaps 

fining is done. The bars are stored until enough coed nyt Y poe Vee the most important reason 

accumulate to burden a train of twenty to thirty mules, a i ae (oy Ives: for the lack of physical 

which carries it to Tegucigalpa, on the first leg of its 6 A. EU staraina in. the Hondtira- 

journey to San Francisco. <a bier SO Sees nian laborer is the pre- 

One of the chief difficulties in mining in Honduras Rapid Transit in Honduras valence ‘of disease, “The 

is the high cost of transportation, The topography is t social diseases spread un- 

mountainous and is especially rough from Tegucigalpa checked, until their victims are more numerous. than 
to San Juancito. All supplies must be carried by mules those who cscape them. During the dry seasons, 

between these two points over a road impassable for \vhen rain is not abundant enough to wash away the 

vehicles other than ox-carts. From Tegucigalpa to filth in the cities, (which have no sewers), dysentery 
\mapola, the Pacific port, motor trucks can be used exacts a severe toll. Malaria and Yellow Fever are 

except during the worst part of the rainy season. No uncommon in the mountainous regions, and have little 
railways exist in this part of the country, but would — effect upon the laborer at San Juancito. 

be most beneficial for the entire country were they built. 3 ' os aby 

Labor is inefficient and consequently expensive in For the American colony sot ACHVINES ATS Necess 

spite of low wages. The population in San Juancito sarily mestnictet. Of the twenty-five Men. a the cam), 
consists of people who owe their origin mainly to the in 1924, five were married and had their families with 

oldest Indian races, and partly to the old Spanish, negro, them. England, France, Germany, Traly, Sweden, Can- 

and other adventures. The principal drawbacks to ada, Armenia and Australia, in addition to our own 

these people as laborers are their low vitality—due to (Continued on Page 282)
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T HE accompanying photograph taken from a posi- of the engine. From the base it is taken through a grid 

tion near the entrance to the laboratory from the valve into the crank case, where it is compressed to a 

rear of the building shows the location of the new pressure of eight pounds. From the crank-case it is 

forty horsepower Diesel Engine. ‘The fly-wheel of the taken into the cylinder where it is compressed to a 

refrigeration compressor in the background also serves — pressure of 500 pounds per square inch, This requires 

to show clearly the position of the Diesel with respect a reduction in volume to about one-thirteenth the ori- 

to other machinery in the Laboratory. This space was ginal volume. From adiabatic relations, it can be shown 

previously occupied by the sixty horsepower Weston that, during this compression, the temperature rise of 

Slide-Valve Engine. the air will be about 1000 degrees Fahrenheit. In 

The new unit was manufactured by Fairbanks, Morse actual operation, the temperature rise does not vary 

and Company at their Beloit factory. The regular sale much from this value. The fuel is admitted to the com- 

price on such units at the present time is about seventy bustion chamber at, or near the time that the piston 

dollars per horsepower. The price was reduced some- reaches dead center. Incomplete combustion takes place 

what for this unit, on account of its being used for edu- in the spherical shaped combustion chamber. Combus- 

cational purposes. It has a fourteen inch diameter cylin- tion is conmpleted in the cylinder after the partly burned 

der and a fifteen inch stroke. The speed is 300 revo- fuel is discharged through the restricted opening be- 

lutions per minute at full load. It operates on a two tween the combustion chamber and the cylinder. This 

stroke cycle, and uses any grade of fuel from crude oil scheme is one solution to the problem of maintaining 

to kerosene. The engine is equipped with an especially — constant pressure during the combustion period of the 

heavy fly-wheel in order to furnish a satisfactory driv- cycle. 

ing power for electric generating units. The two out- The engine has a trunk-type piston which is con- 

standing features in the design of this engine are sim- nected directly to the crank without any cross-head, The 

plicity and ruggedness. piston also serves to cover and uncover the intake and 

The engine is easily started by an auxiliary supply exhaust ports at the lower end of the cylinder. The in- 

of compressed air which is admitted to the cylinder take ports are on one side and the exhaust ports are on 

by an automatically timed valve. At the same time, fuel the opposite side. The exhaust 2 connected to an 

is admitted, and after three or four revolutions of the underground concrete conduit which leads to an out- 

engine, ignition takes place due to the high temperature side pit. The pit 1s vented by sixty feet of fourteen 

of the air in the combustion space. Neither an igni- - inch diameter spiral riveted pipe. 

tion system nor external application of heat is required Che governing mechanism is all enclosed on the end 

at any time. Air for the removal of waste gas and for of the shaft opposite the fly-wheel. It is mounted on a 

combustion is taken directly from the room into the base (Continued on Page 208) 

errr
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A RECENT GRAD’S WANDER YEAR 

By Watrer Porru, n’23 

I WILL be indebted always to the College for the tion, I went to Philadelphia to get aboard a tramp, 

ease with which I managed to find free transporta- freighter bound for Oriental ports. 

tion across the seven seas during my recent journey. “Nothing doing,” the Captain said, “better go back 

When I decided to satisfy my curiosity about some of to New York. We sign final papers there in a week, 

the far corners and by-ways of the world, I anticipated There may be a job.” 

a sailor's life on deck as the obvious way of getting I was aboard that ship in New York as soon as the 

across the seas without buying passage, a possibility gang-plank was lowered over the side hunting up the 

which was out of the question as far as I was con- first assistant Engineer who is in charge of the men 

cerned. Through an unheard-of stroke of good fortune “down below.” My previous attempts to get on deck 

I was signed on the first time I applied for a job, and having failed so completely, I changed my tactics en- 

shipped out of New York as an “Ordinary” on deck  tirely and went directly to the first assistant, admitted 
on a liner bound for London returning with the same being an engineering graduate, and exaggerted my 

ship a month later. This was done merely by way of interest in marine-engineering. I+may as well confess 
being initiated into the rank of merchant seaman, for that I lied into the bargain, for I told him that I actually 

by completing one voyage I was entitled to the papers jntended to become a marine engineer after several 

necessary to identify me as a bona fide sailor. My years of practical experience in the engine room, 

profession was now seamanship. Immediately, how- Whether or not he believed me, he gave me the only 

ever, I grew ambitious, and therein lay my downfall. vacancy there was, — that of fireman, — doubtless think- 

1 wanted to become, instead of an “ordinary seaman,” ing that I knew something about a ship’s engines and 

an “able-bodied seaman” and went up for my examina-  pojlers, which I did not. 

tion which I managed to bluff through more or less Be Yourself! 

successfully because of the great interest I always have . . ae 

had in amateur yachting. “hen I went to the Customs Finally T had a job! _ After hiding the fact that t 
House for a physical examination. They declared me had ever been to college in order to be more certain of 

| color blind! I thought my lack of color sense never getting a job, I finally got one of the very strength of 

would go beyond an inability to pick out the right tie the fact. What a paradox: But trie, nevertheless, anc 

for the shirt I happened to have on, but they assured the moral obviously is: “Be yourself. ; 

me that I could not be trusted to distinguish between The next day, when I went to work, the first asstst- 

port and starboard lights. So my career as a sailor was ant merely sent me below to relieve the man on watch, 

nipped in the bud. I could never become more than and I climbed down the ladders with many, many mis- 

an ordinary seaman. ‘The cold, cruel world had given  givings and in total ignorance of what lay before me. 

me its first plow for being a “recent graduate.” Then What were my duties? Was the ship coal or oil burn- 

followed many unsuccessful attempts to get “signed on,” ing? To my great joy I found that the fuel was oil; 

and often while sitting on a bench in The Battery I at least there would be no four-hour stretch of coat 

watched my chosen ship glide out through The Nar- shoveling to be done. My ship-mate explained the mys- 

rows on its way to some distant port, perhaps Piraeus teries of the job which were really quite simple, ant 

or Surabaya, and every time I would be a sadder and promptly left me with my thoughts and the roaring 

wiser man, for, if nothing else, I was at least learning flames of oil—oil heated by steam coils to 180° ant 

geography. 1 soon became as familiar with the world’s sprayed through a nozzle under a pressure of about 

principal trade routes as a train dispatcher is with his 100 pounds — and my responsibility was to keep up @ 
trains, and my first discovery was that except for the constant steam pressure. In the firehold of a modern 

purely trans-Atlantic trade the most important trade ship that responsibility is casily discharged by the 

routes are in a westerly direction; hence, if one wants Manipulation of a few valves controlling the heating: 

to work around the globe from ship to ship it is ob- coils and the pressure pumps. Only in port is there 

viously better to follow the setting sun. And so I tried much work to be done; and then there are boilers to. 

for jobs on ships bound for the Orient, of course act- be torn down and cleaned, tubes to be blown and re- 

ing the part of a true son of the sea at all times, and placed if necessary, and valves to be packed. 

never intimating that I had ever been to college, except We were soon loaded for the Oriental ports with 

perhaps in the jesting way of the sailor who tells you he everything from chewing gum to turbo-generators, and 

has been through Yale. “Yeah,” he says, “and the I had the pleasure of having the tables reversed, —I 
damn guide soaked me a buck!” was now on the stern of a ship gliding through The 

After several more failures, and in growing despera~ Narrows and watching New York’s magnificent skyline
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fade into mist, Yokohama-bound! In a few days I Most of them were of the riff-raff of the world, but 
learned to discharge my duties very expeditiously only in the emergency they responded with real unselfish- 
to pace the deck of the firehold for what seemed an ness. 
interminable length of time until relieved for the next We deserved and enjoyed the next two weeks of 
watch. When steaming through the tropics under a hot “sailor's paradise,” which is spring on the Pacific, with 
sun an oiler fell ill with a fever. We had to put him its balmy breezes, sunlit skies, and smooth seas— 
ashore at Colon in the Canal Zone, and the first assistant equally enjoyable as late spring on Mendota and with 
called me to take his place. I jumped at the chance to the added assurance that there are no “finals” on the 
get into the engine room, the liveliest place on a ship. horizon. 
Besides it was a promotion, and I now received the Late one afternoon, just as the sun transformed the 
magnificent salary of $72.50 per month! distant Mt. Fugi into a veritable jewel atop the moun- 

The engine room pulsated with energy and action.  tainous coastline of Japan we dropped the hook in Yoko- 
It is the vital part of the modern ship, now that the hama’s spacious harbor, Several score of ocean-going 
seas are chatted and navigation is quite safe, and unless ships, varying from coasting vessels to big ‘Empress’ 
some trouble atises which the engineer on watch must liners, were in port; I stopped counting at forty-five. 
yemedy, the oiler has direct charge of operation. To Not a dock for discharging cargo directly was avail- 
him falls the duty of keeping all propeller shaft, crank able, however, for the disastrous earthqauke had des- 
shaft, connecting rod bearings, and piston rods troyed the waterfront entirely. Hundreds of crafts 
under constant lubrication, as well as lubricating and from huge barges down to tiny sampans_ transferring 
inspecting the operation of condensers and auxiliary cargo ashore made the spectacle one of feverish activ- 
pumps. All the service machinery in the engine room ity. It was the busiest port I have ever seen. We were 
is also tinder his supervision — the refrigerator, the not concerned about such things, however, so much as 

generato¥, and the fan blowers. Of course, on the big we were about the arrival on board of the company’s 
liners this work is divided between many assistant en- man with our pay. That was the event of supreme im- 

ginee#s and oilers, but on the “tramp” I was on, which portance, the crew being anxious to go ashore to visit 

was typical of the ships carrying the bulk of the world’s their old haunts and to find their pleasures in the man- 
cargo, one man did the work. It was no lady’s job, but ner peculiar to all sailors, and I being anxious, too, but 

a strenuous four hours in what amounted to a turkish for another reason. I was leaving the ship here to make 
bath, the steam laden atmosphere in the engine room my way overland to Peking. 
never being below roo® F. and more usually about Third-class on the Japanese railroads is not so bad 

tro F. as may be imagined and by no means as bad as on most 

A Breakdown to Boot European railroads. No matter how crowded they were 

We were not without the breakdown which every / never suffered unnecessary discomfort. Above all the 

sailor expects at least once during a voyage. At high Japanese are polite and clean; there is no jostling and 

oon of a scorchingly hot day, the second after leaving 7 dirt and always good ventilation on their trains, 

the Canal, the high pressure piston ring broke. Not a When I recall the filth and discarded food and the jab- 

moment after the main line valve was shut off every bering, dirty passengers in the third class on the trains 

available engineer, oiler, fireman and wiper was on the of China, Malaysia, an parts of southern Europe the 

job. The ship tossed aimlessly about on smooth rolling Japanese trains seem idyllic, but at the anis rT thought 
seas while we repaired the damage. Wet door mats on | was undergoing something of a hardship. lhe sport 

the cylinder heads kept our shoes and feet from burning of vagabonding, however, is in mingling with the rabble 

while we struggled, practically naked, with long-han- of every country, and T thoroughly enjoyed it. I drift- 

dled wrenches and sledge hammers removing the cap ed aimlessly about Tokio, more or less entranced by 

screws in the head. It was fiendishly hot up there. I the picturesqueness which Japanese life presents on first 

chanced to look at a thermometer; it read 135° F! glance to the Westerner. I never tired of watching the 

Small wonder that we worked in ten minute shifts, then kimonoed Japanese, the men usually: bare-headed, the 

went on deck for a breath of fresh air; for to stay Women in gorgeous headdresses. 4 hey went about 

there longer would have been disastrous. Even with their business with a gaiety and lightheartedness that 

such precautions one man was overcome, and never Was new to me. There was even something buoyant: in 

; have I seen such strained faces and sweating bodies the atmosphere. There was nothing here to remind 

struggling with wrenches; crowbars, and chain hoists me of the States where we take ourselves and our 
to replace the broken piston ring, shattered into a hun- struggles for goodness only knows what so very seri- 

dred bits, with a new one. The sun was setting when ously. . 

we finished, and no sooner had we made fast the last The language difficulty was not so serious gs I had 
cap screw when “full ahead” was rung on the telegraph. anticipated. I was astounded to find how effective is 

We were under way again, but only after superhuman the language of gesture; it was quite possible and a 
effort had been expended to repair the damage quickly. great deal of fun to live in’ small Japanese inns and 
It was wonderful to see the response of the men in the eat in their own restaurants. Usually I found some 

“black gang” as the engine crew is usually nicknamed. (Continued on Page 295) 
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By Ciarres I, Corp 

Professor of Hydraulic and Sanitary Enginecring 

TT eke has recently been installed equipment for a 
sanitary laboratory on the upper floor of the (Bh emer ee 

. : : mp : Pere. i > oe  s Sian 1 3 Hydraulic Laboratory building. The added facilities are 7 ieee bf ooncleae le 
have made possible increased activity in investigative Hl | . » Oi ger i | 
work along this line with the result that the thesis and me @ “— =i wea f 

research work for the year has been of unusual interest. : mn 1) 4 5 i 
In the sanitary field FE. H. Thwaites (scholar in Pig =| 

hydraulics) and Hl. L. Chase have just completed a i oa a Ht tales . 
very interesting study on the present Madison Sewage =a y= i q 
Disposal Plant to determine the efficiency of treatment bee moran .-s aT 
at the various points through the plant. Their compari- . i i 7 po = 

s . : . Dalal 0: Ce 
son of the performance of the Madison Plant with fif- — oe aN 
teen other important plants in the United States indi- 
cates very satisfactory results are being accomplished Rotary Pump Testing Aparatus. 

by the Madison plant. The pump is driven by the variable speed motor 

Don FE. Bloodgood completed a thesis study in at the right. 
| 2 

Fcbruary on the effects of temperature and_ sealin: 
> ob Lo § proved the effluent from the contact bed to an appre- : 

methods on the result of the biochemical oxygen de- : : 
; ‘ tog . 5 ciable extent. 

mand test. His study was for the purpose of developing 5 oa ape . . 
J = a : . Paul W. Bishop and C. T. Mickle have been investi- 

satisfactory field sealing methods and to determine cor- 3 Zs 
ect; ' gating methods for the chemical treatment of pea can- 
rection factors where the temperature of field samples‘ Pies ie 3 : ‘ < 

Sas unawate Bs nery wastes. This is in co-operation with the State 
in transit is not standard. : , 

, > Omi ~ WW , Board of Health in the state’s program of stream con- 
Judson P. Smith and John C. Wisner are testing the . i . < 

pes * . : servaticn work. L. F. Warrick, assistant to the state 
efficiency of operation of a small aeration sewage dis- it 3 1 l ch £ this j ti 

‘ ‘ ‘ sa engineer, has general cha his investiga- 
posal plant installed at the Mendota State Hospital. SEY CAB Se ese oe ee ae 

ae : : tion and is working jointly with Mr. Bishop and Mr. 
their study has particularly to do with the degree of ‘ i . 

2 Piana ines a ae Mickle in the development of chemical treatment meth- 
purification accomplished at different rates of compressed : é : . 
air supply ods to be applied this summer in an experimental plant 

ee ae te . . that is being installed at the Poynette, Wisconsin pea 
George I, Liddle is making a study of the degree of ‘ 

ee ‘ ; cannery 
purification needed for the sewage of Muskegon, Mich- arian. ae : 3 “5 ‘ 
: a , 7 5 In the field of hydraulics, C. J. Francis and I. A. 
igan, his home town, in order that it may be safely : 
leas s Je : 4: i Phelps have determined the effect of temperature on the 
discharged into the Muskegon Lake. Muskegon Lake is : . . op 

-s Seri cand : i flow of water through 2-inch wrought iron pipe. The 
a popular summer resort with many bathing beaches. ii 1 Fi 5 hei Its f hoci f 

2 7 . , . agre Fig. 1 gives r results for a veloc 
George W. Martin and Clarence M. Moe studied : AgT - in a I gives her me ts oa veloc ° 

the effects of a pre-aeration device which was installed Oe 2 . _ per second in the pipe bie ° " ee 
‘ é : i 3e r curve re y rdinari 
in the Madison Sewage Disposal Plant between the ve hected ‘hn the whet ee 1 a 4 oF a y 

colloidal chambers and contact beds. The device con- nd eth wien Te mabsed velfect Oni the Joes) Atte bo: HOW 

sisted of an artificial riffle which their tests showed im-  TOUST PIPE lanes. . . 
V. M. Lathers and W, L. Radke investigated the loss 

& BLA 3 due to flow through a 2-inch pipe having U and S$ 

Seo Ne sein ee FL voy turns in it. This is a part of a series of experiments 

8 bal A ]-}- E ae os 38 described below in connection with the research work. 
Le NOSE EET TT o8s John Piltz and Roland R. Schraeder are comparing 
MPS RSE" Itz and Rola ‘chraeder are comparin 
i COPS PRESET us the coefficients of discharge for triangular wiers in 
<6 ToL ttt do ce te ow atae OT . sto. - sin ais 
: CE eee 88 brass and in steel plates. The coefficient for the brass 

@ COLL LELELEEECee est plate seems to be probably 2% less than that for the 
4 3 
Ge 0 ampere ee steel plate. The series includes angles from 10 to 100°. 

Kies 1. Life! of Temperature: ow Loss: of Head: dire to Results so far obtained indicate some angle other than 

flow in 2-inch pipe. Velocity 10 ft. per second. (Continued on Page 282)
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JUNIOR CIVIL’S INSPECTION TRIP 
By Epwarp BirkeNwaLp 

Junior Civil 

TO annual inspection trip of the junior civil cn- 
gineers was ushered into being the day following + ; PET 

the spring recess, April 14, and was relegated to the 
land of forgotten things at 5:00 p. m. on April 15. , Cee ns pe eee a TTI 
With the exception of “Bill” Chadwick, who could not * roe — z a aoa g cs eal Ps 

be bothered to arise in time to leave Madison with the Ye, \ ff ; A Acca AN i 4 4 Ma i || 
rest of the fellows, we all met at the Union Depot in if a Vi iti : y i} oa 3 ie any | 
Chicago promptly on Wednesday morning, As is true if A 18 Birt E i BL s py 
with most parties composed of as many members as ours SCORE Eee, eo SE een 

(about 50 students and 4 members of the faculty), the tine AE eee oe ee 
old rule held that “he saves time who is not on time.” — " 
Notwithstanding a late start, we managed to see what The “gang” at the Brick Yard. 

there was to see of the new Union Station. Some of 1 . ; ayy: . 
the more aggressive engineers, maintaining that “God aut ment ot ae were willing afterward to divulge the 

helps those who help themselves,” enjoyed fragments pre ound secret that they had spent the evening explor- 
of delicious French pastry. Unfortunately for Chell- ing { he jungles of Chicago—that they had been “out. 

man, the pan containing the pastry was hastily re Thursday was spent on the trains. We visited Pur- 

moved just as he was about to smuggle a delicious ington and its brick factory, and the mills of the Uni- 

morsel into his mouth. versal Portland Cement Company at Buffington. Some 

Wednesday afternoon was spent in looking over  @™ount of self-expression became manifest in the boys 
several of the larger building projects in and around when the discarded bricks at Purington were utilized 

the Loop district of Chicago. We began by trying to for playing “duck on the rock.’” Levin caught his man, 

discern human beings at the bottom of the go-foot. but forgot to replace his “herbie.’” While some of the 

cpen caissons which are part of the foundation work fellows were breaking their backs tossing bricks, the 
for a new 25-story office building to be erected at the others were gradually but surely being relieved of their 

corner of South Clark and Monroe streets; and ended  ¢Xcess cash at the royal and ancient game of “African 

by climbing twelve of the 25 stories of the new Stevens golf.” Buffington, having left its temporarily dusty 
Hotel building on Michigan Avenue and Seventh mark on our persons, witnessed the establishing of a 

Street: Not satisfied with the jaunt of 12 stories "EW broadjumping record by Jay Reader. The latest 

of the super-structure, the boys had to gratify their reports indicated that the record, as noted by “Parky” 

instinct of play by descending 60 feet below the street Shafer, was gradually approaching infinity as a limit. 

level to one of the basements where they could wade Reader has announced his plans for retiring from fur- 

ankle deep in Chicago’s famous blue clay soup. ther participations. 

With the sky becoming a shade darker, we were per- The climax of the trip was inspection of the works 

mitted to hike a mile up the boulevard to see the newly of the Indiana Steel Company at Gary. We started 

projected Waker Drive, an enormous venture in city at an unearthly hour and finished the sleep and bou- 

| improvement. Huddled behind one building were half doir on the train. At Gary we were received with open 

the group wondering  arms,—the police force turned out en masse to greet us. 

: whether roll would be We were assured that it was for our protection only ; we 

a "©" taken or if they could began to wonder, however, whether it was for their 

: f y Lm aS Ee quietly disappear from the protection as well as for our own. It is rumored that 

= wy ws P12. scene. Just before the lat- “Spike” Carlson was much oppressed by the presence 

Bo gl RS hd ter action was to have been of those lynx-eyed guardians of safety, for he had 

a a y- ~ taken, with its subsequent originally intended to enter the scrap-iron business. 

— WAS > inglorious aftermath, the The day was ended, or rather, the formal inspec 

: 7 3 ie group was called together tion trip was ended a few minutes before the arrival 

ne Sahel - and dismissed. of the train which was to take us back to the Windy 

se a > The occurences and ad- City. The group was disbanded when it arrive. in 

oe ee ee ventures of the evening in Chicago. With the hurry and bustle it remained only 

so : ~~ themselves might fill a re- to check out and leave Chicago to mark the close of a 

A sccret session spectable tome. None of — trip which allowed us the privilege of viewing actual 

between trains. the boys could be found, engineering processes in operation. 

eer
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TELEPHONE INDUSTRY 

By H. S. Day, e’20 AND E. J. Monr, e’22 

Wisconsin Telephone Company 

\) J ' have all been told repeatedly that a college oi 
man’s training is by no means complete when ” « Feo 2 ae : 

he receives his sheepskin, and that ‘commencement” is ee et ae rome load ‘ 5 
a A * we hie eS *f —_e ¥ « much more significant word than “graduation.” The Pao! ee 7 

. ctr Cntacian Sh ge fet Caan ON a PR i young engineer entering industry finds that it has many aera a ! 
i ee srs . a oa , 

things to teach him in addition to those found in text ae ee ee eee Se eat) . ‘ i eee ek. ae gi ae books. He must learn the functions of the various Te Fl be y ae 
parts of the organization he has joined. He must come | ad co ee he 2 CY ‘eee 

ii ‘ : a i F Di } to understand the policies of his company and_ its a Hae a Ae 
methods of doing business. He must learn to cooperate i S i | P oy ¥{ | 3 . : is ee, Cee’ ws ‘ with all the people with whom he comes in contact. M eae 1H 4 Z F fed iain 4q 

. woe . * 5 os se c in acdition to this general knowledge, he must learn (ea eS aS aS _— 
the specific application of his technical training to the be 3 
work he is to do. Most important of all, he must de- ~ . . ~ . ~ * . t a . Students with light Construction Crew. velop the sound judgment so essential to success in any 
position of responsibility. lectures on the underlying principles involved. The 

& S i ° eo i 0. calls a » switel rd is covered Industry is finding more and more that universities handling of telephone calls at the switchboard is covered 
develop in their students the habit of study and the by class room instruction and actual practice at a school 

ability to correlate ideas, With these assets the industry Switchboard. Business and accounting methods are 
can use various types of formal training to advantage  ‘iscussed in a course of lectures. 
in providing the young graduate with some of the An hour is spent every Saturday morning in a dis- 
courses in the School of Experience, in developing and cussion of the work of the past week, and a written 
making the best use of the abilities the embryo engineer Teport of the weel:s activities is required, 
POSSESSES. A number of non-college-graduate employees, who 

It is the purpose of this article to indicate how the ¢an use to advantage the general knowledge of the | 

Wisconsin Telephone Company is using training schools Company's activities provided by such a course, have | 
for its engineering graduate employees. been enrolled in the threshold school, with very satisfac- | 

map s tory results. 
Threshold School y Lye 

. oo. , A course of “general training,” in the present-day 
College graduates coming into this company attend an g ape Benerp F 

: eo : ° type of large and diversified organization, is part of a 
cight weeks school designed to provide: ‘ i 

. - . . . liberal education for any employee, and has been found 
ON picture of the geographical and functional or- 95 special value in the induction of the young engin- 
ganization of the company. eering graduate. 

2. .\ general survey of the physical plant and of the Field Assignment 

methods employed in its engineering, construction, M fu kd 1 . . 1 . 
: - - Mos e work done by enginecring graduates in 

maintenance and operation, ost of the work aoa oy eng a5 Me 2 
i ‘ @ telephone company requires a knowledge of field con- 

3. -\n acquaintance with the supervisory people and ome we : : Fs 
. . ditions, and it is general practice, at the conclusion of 

general personnel of the various departments. “2 4 
. : the threshold school training, to assign the student 

4 An opportunity for cach student tg determine the engineer to some phase of construction or maintenance 

type of work which seems of most interest to him. work. For example, a man may be assigned to a con- 
5. .\n opportunity for a careful analysis of the indi- struction crew working on pole lines, aerial wire and 

vidual student by his instructors, with a view to the cable. He may start in a telephone office, making 

best location for his subsequent training. routine tests and inspections, locating and clearing 

The method of instruction used in the threshold trouble. He may work with a crew installing telephone 

school depends upon the nature of the information to switchboards and associated equipment. Such field 

he provided. \ speaking acquaintance with plant con- experience is valuable: First; in that it gives the indi- 

struction and maintenance is obtained by work and vidual actual contact with the things he may deal with 
observation in the field, coupled with Saturday morning as an engineer later on; and, secondly, in that it brings
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out his strong points and his weaknesses, provides company from time to time. These schools require all 
for a upgrading process with the aid of his supervisors. the time of the students (including some judicious use 

Technical Schools . of midnight oil) for a period of from four to six 

Every engineering graduate realizes that the technical weeks, and are conducted in a similar manner to a 

knowledge he possesses is a very small portion of the regular college course. Lecture in the morning, quiz 
total field of knowledge concerning his subject of section, problems, laboratory period in the afternoon, 

specialization, so he is not surprised to find that any in an entirely orthodox manner. An outline of a trans- 

industry he enters demands additional study on his part. mission school course would include a brief review of 

Nowhere is additional study more required than in the trigonometry, vector algebra, dic. and a.c. theory, a 

communication field. Our young engineer finds in many study of the solution of circuit networks, characteristic 
cases that he must go back to his fundamentals of impedance, attenuation, measurement of transmission 

mathematics, physics and electrical theory to find the losses and the theory of Joaded circuits. About thirty 

first divergence between power and communication men have completed Transmission courses given by the 

problems, Wisconsin Telephone Company. 
As an example, take the matter of maximum energy Closely related to the transmission schools are other 

transfer in an electric circuit. The sophomore is shown, courses dealing with vacuum tube telephone repeaters 

by an easy calculus proof, that a generator will transfer and their application in the telephone plant. These 

the maximum amount of energy to its load’ when courses, provided as the need arises, are attended by 
generator and load resistance are equal. This condi- | men who will be responsible for the engineering, testing 

tion is laid side as of little practical value in any power and maintenance of telephone repeaters and their asso- 

circuit, since it entails a loss used in heating the gen- ciated equipment. 

erator conductors of fifty per cent of the total energy A third type of course deals with the inductive co- 

produced. However, in a telephone circuit where the ordination problems involved in the satisfactory opera- 

energy used in transmitting a “voice wave” is of the tion, from the telephone engineers standpoint, of high 

order of to to 1076 watts, and the cost of power is voltage power lines and long distance telephone lines, 

accordingly negligible, the major consideration is that carried along a roadway at highway separation. “This 

of transferring the maximum amount of energy from type of course considers such subjects as the sources 

transmitter to receiver. A one-way telephone circuit, of voice frequency harmonics in power machinery, 

then, would be designed for maximum energy transfer, coefficients of induction, theory of telephone transpo- 

and 50% power efficiency. In an actual telephone circuit sitions and telephone plant conditions affecting noise 

however, we must talk and listen at both ends,—din and crosstalk. 

other words, transmit power in either direction — and The preparation of laboratory equipment for those 

as a result, a power efficiency of 25% is the best that special technical schools often provides some interest- 

could be obtained, even with no loss due to intervening ing problems. One transmission school required a 

lines and apparatus. As a matter of fact, satisfactory hundred miles of artificial telephone cable equipped with 

telephone conversation can be provided when 95% of load coils. “A school on inductive co-ordination necessi- 

the power output from the transmitter is lost before tated the construction of a three-phase-four-wire gen- 

reaching the receiver. erator, using a Y-ground connection. 

In order to provide the young engincer-employee Experience Training 

engaged on transmission work with an extended knowl- It is not our intention to convey the idea that a 

edge of electrical theory as applied to practical com- speaking acquaintance with a pole line and a thorough 

munications problems, schools are conducted by the knowledge of transmission theory determine success for 

. . 3 a telephone engineer. Both are valuable in their proper 

ge A A 7 ma place, but any real engineering work requires much more 

| e i J ee ae i ae than practical knowledge and abstract theory. 

( nit 7 sy nm Telephone engineering involves the careful standard- 
* ‘ al} ization of proper construction and maintenance practices. 

i te 1 A It includes the detailed planning of a construction and 

i | re i xt ri a Fe building program which will take care of both our pres- 

j eae | eae ey ae), ent and future needs in the best and most economical 

é \dhe r = : ao 0 way. It means proper organization and supervision of 

p ; aetna oe \ the forces engaged in constructing, maintaining, and 

“ Se a | 7 operating the plant. It necessitates a thorough analysis 

Rie a / of the results obtained in every phase of our activities, 
oe ere ent _ } and the development of new methods to provide im- 

ve A 5 ore i he / provement or to meet changing conditions. 

Eee: / : a os ; ee The develpment of an engineer is a continuous pro- 
, ry pa . yo yivd oy} uo Sutures, jooyss jeUIOY Yo. UL ‘ssoo 

Inductive Co-ordination School Laboratory. industry plays an interesting and valuable part. 

rrr
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SPIRIT OF ST. PAT 
BRAVES WIND , if CHS HF 

AND RAIN od ee 
SG It bea 

By N. B. Titayer. {i 
ler Ne 5 

Junior [Electrical SS OA 

GR Nea 
Ws SS a 

Geer 
ne 

TL spite of a roaring wind accompanied by a driving the clan—the Shillalah. Behind the carriage was the 
rain, several loyal sons of St. Pat assembled, some treasured blarney stone carried by four men. Vallee, 

in the steam and Gas Lab. and some in the Randall Cowan, Anderson, Collins, Zabrowski, Harr, Anton, and 
Shops, on Saturday, April 24, preparatory to the St. Thompson took turns four at a time as bearers of the 

Pat's parade. Bob Zinn was running about, trying to emerald stone. The first float was the one sponsored 
be at both places at the same time, and assembling his by A. S.C. E. On it were the only bars lawyers should 
crew of hellians. Nevertheless, at one-thirty the parade be admitted to; the bars of a cage and the bar on which 
of several floats, band, individuals, and armed engineers sat the keg of would-be 4.4. At the corner of Gilman 
proceeded down the hill from the engineering building and State Street, Stueber offered a traffic cop a stein of 
to State Street and thence on their traditional journey. said 4.4 but was graciously refused. Behind the truck 

The Engineers monopolized State Street, the square, of bars came the A. S. M. E. float on which were in- | 
| Wisconsin Avenue, and Langdon, with nary a sign of struments and equipment that made noises similar to | 

a shyster until they reached the P.A.D. house, where those made by seventeen boiler factories and forty rivet- 
several lawyers were seen peaking from behind closed ing machines. On a large sign they told what mechani: 
windows in their dry, cosy, and warm little home. The cals make — “hell for lawyers.” The mechanicals were 
Engineers had won a complete voctory. followed by Beuchner and Beeman in a custom-built 

-\ twelve piece band directed by Splees, the “wrest- Ford. On the radiator was a basket in which calmly 

ling engineer” led the triumphant engineers. The band reposed a chicken, (some say it was a rooster). By 
played “St. Patrick Was an Engineer” with zeal that means of a sign the boys informed the world that en- 

would rival Sousa’s. Next in line came the carriage gineers don’t have to buy eggs. Beuchner and Beeman 
drawn by a steed of iron that carried St. Pat, alias, preceeded the Triangle’s float. This float disclosed the 
William Taylor. His coach was well surrounded by secret of why co-eds need engineers. The fact is that 
yellow slickered followers armed with the weapon of co-eds must have electricity to heat their curling irons, 

and a gas engine driving a generator, connected to a 

mammoth soldering iron by a switch that would carry 
; 'y ha , IY }} a all the the current for lighting the entire city of Madi- 

ee | AO vy son proved this fact. The Triangle’s float was followel 
NY = S i cal by Bambary’s “Engineers Just Married.” This float 

—_ sie eo consisted of a gravel cart on which was the body of a 
y A g iia. ean a a > 1900 model Ford, and was drawn by a ring-boned mare. 

ee oo ia _ (gl The newlyweds peacefully reposed in the ancient seats. 

Y Yo : ee : ZEN. The next fraternity float was the one that Phi Mu Delta 
\" eo an i pe A Bo entered. It typified an engineers hot date. The date 
heeceeeniameamiig i el oe) was Ballard, and he sure was hot but Taylor says his 

J \ Z]) Neg } date should shave. The Ford that they rode in gave no 
gS ed Oe Oe me ee Ye a7 signs of having any bearing babbit in its malse-up 

Behind followed several cars loaded with engineers 
The Prom Special (Continued on Page 288)
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LARGEST AND SMALLEST LOCOMOTIVES ; qs, Y. 

a ON one noneeis when the Mid OIE 
here were some striking contrasts when the Midget ) SRRRRLLLLLILLLILLLA) SSRN 

and the Giant of the sere locomotive world were cel Wo BA ot 

compared at the East Pittsburgh Works of the West- rea YC 7 _ PA H 

inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, re- ee NS Vist 

cently, 
EEE aoa a / a 

With a capacity of 4% horsepower the Midget serves I AT 

the purpose of a mechanical mule in various mining tH fF [4 wo 

operations. | \ Aa 

The Giant of the rails designed for the Virginian \ \Be 

Railway, with a capacity of 10,000 horsepower, is the \ Wr 

world’s largest and most powerful locomotive. It will wt b oO CM \ 

be used to haul a loaded train nearly two miles long A 8 c GA N 

over one of the heaviest grades in the country. Ss IQ 

The contrast between the Virginian electric locomo- = 

tive and its smaller prototype of the industrial field is Michell Crankless Avtomotive Engine. 

indicated by the following figures: midget, 411% inches 

long; its larger brother, 152 feet in length; weight of siderable improvements in it, and that in most directions 

midget—one and one-half tons; weight of Giant,—637.5 the limits of its development appear to be nearly reached. 

tons. Midget’s drawbar pull—goo pounds—Virginian Almost all possible varieties of the piston, connecting- 

locomotive’s drawbar pull—270,300. The smaller one rod, crankshaft and valve-gear mechanisms which can 

derives its power from a 60 volt storage battery; the be usefully employed, appear to have been worked out 

larger one from a 11,000 or 22,000 volts trolley. and the most advantageous varieties selected by trial 

and elimination. 

THE MITCHELL CRANKLESS AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE In the following notes, a new form of high-speed, 

It is believed that the orthodox, internal combustion, tatipleseytinder engine is described, winds, By the 

high speed engine, in spite of continually achieving new ration novelty of its design, evades several aos thts: ee 

records of performance, has reached a stage where it Serrous eshasalites auphentiog designers of the con- 
is steadily becoming more difficult to effect any con- ventional type of engine. The designer contends that 

lubrication is the crucial problem of present 

SH ene eee tye high-speed engine design, and holds 

[ . : ee : » the view that the usual type of reciprocat- 

| . 4 ——— : ing engine is essentially defective in this 

| . I A aR : <4 respect. ; ; ; 

| . Z (pA , The general form of the engine is an 

| E ’ kA ye example of the so-called “revolver” type. Its 

| § ! atin a Cel cylinders are arranged in a series surround- 

| i I a _ BEA a | ing the shaft and the pistons reciprocate in 

a : | = ae . | M-| a direction parallel to the shaft axis. The 

Led ah a aT ae ie : é cylinders are stationery, the engine-shaft 

Rites “i ; bas mG revolving and driving the gear mechanism 

bare ee ps of the vehicle in the ordinary way, thru 

‘ \ Dodge ‘ be = a clutch and transmission. The characteristic 

= iN 7 er : e i feature of this engine is the means by which 

—— a ee CR Lp ' the power is transmitted from the pistons to 

a : By et ! Mi the shaft. The accompanying sketch shows 

=e ’ f ieee the uppermost of the cylinders in section. 

beens See ans Bee (Phe corresponding piston, P, consists of a 

ae SS Soe —— ay piston head of usual form having a tubular 

Pa SS extension which is rigidly attached to a yoke 

World's Largest Electric Locomotive (Continued on Page 282) 

errr
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 pmmady te erent ON pms | f ae EEE HEN | Tea ea Nl? Campus Notes (Qi) 
PRUE A oreeecnsnr een geet Na we A eet 4 Deh 

TAU BETA PI ELECTS JUNIORS THAT WILL BE ALL, YOUR HONOR 
The following juniors were elected to Tau Beta Pi, The engineer witness was being cross-examined by a 

national honorary engineering fraternity, at the Spring lawyer who was determined to discredit him. 
elections: Civils: FE. A. Landwehr, W. Z. Lidicker, A. “You are an engineer, I believe,” said the lawyer, 
G, Oettmeier; Electricals: R.A. Millermaster, FE. F. “Yes,” was the reply. 
Carpenter, R. J. Davis, V. N. Murray, A. E. Lillquist, My “Is not that rather a low call- 
B. R. Teare, and S. D. Post; Mechanical: L. F, Jaseph ; y ing?” 

Chemical: D. J. McFarlane. NK ei “T don't know but what it is, 
ee fi Lan fw sir,” replied the witness, “but it is 

oo . . . ~ TH A so much better than my father’s -\ certain little Frosh thinks Kappa Eta Kappa Wi that Iam rather proud of it.” 
refers to a cannibal story. @ La) @ ~~ “What was your father’s call- 

eae =~ Gite” sing ?” asked the lawyer, falling into 
ETA KAPPA NU INITIATES EIGHT the trap. . 

Ita Kappa Nu, national honorary electrical engineer- “He was a lawyer,” gently answered the witness. Pl ; al honorary electrical eng 
ing fraternity, announces the initiation, on April 22, of a 
the following junior men: ENGINEERING FACULTY MEMBERS MEET 

J. R. Erickson, S. D. Post, N. B, Thayer, R. A. Mil- PAPER MILL REPRESENTATIVES 
ermaster, It. If. Carpenter, Y. My Murray, A. EF. Lill- The first step in working out a plan of co-operation 
quist, and R. J. Davis. between the paper industry of Wisconsin and the Col- 

lege of Engineering was taken on Friday evening, 
_ April 23, when a party of nine members of the college FOUR CHEMICALS ELECTED TO HONOR SOCIETY faculty headed by Dean Turneaure met in conference 

Phi Lambda Upsilon, honorary chemical fraternity, with sixteen representatives of the paper industry at 
held its initiation banquet for 16 new members, April — the Conway Hotel in Appleton. The discussion was 
23. The following chemical engineers were among those largely devoted to the training of technical men for 
initiated : the industry and led to the appointment 6f a committee 

Wesley Martin ’26, Arne Asplund ’27, Robert Zinn to formulate a definite scheme, The faculty men 
*27, and Richard Neller ’28. The latter, who is only a present were Dean Turneaure, and Professors Maurer, | 
sophomore, was elected to the society by reason of his Corp, Jansky, Kowalke, Van Hagan, Rood, Larson, and 7 
brilliant scholastic record to date. Elliott. Mr, Edwards of the Forest Products Labora- 

tory accompanied the party. Representatives of the 
: paper industry included: D. B. Davis, Hoberg Paper 

; i ey OUR MONTHLY PLAY Co., Green Bay; N. S. Stone, Wausau Sulphate Fiber 
s ay O28 Dramatic Personae: Co.; Boyer, Consolidated Water Power and Paper Co.; 

“4 nes ae Si Officer of the Law; An Kimberly Stuart, Neenah Paper Co.; Jack Stevens, Pat- 
is fe 4 1 | inebriated Mechanical. ton Paper Co., Appleton; Paul Scallon, Riverside Fiber 
\ a hth : The I. M. is driving his and Paper Co., Appleton ; Dr. Otto Kress, Thilmany 

i sy. Hit | __ Carnot cycle around the Pulp and Paper Co., Kaukauna; FE. P. Gleason, Ne- 
(9) =ea8( 09 == Square in a clock-wise koosa-Edwards Paper Co., Port Edwards; John Alex- 

“~~. direction. ander, Nekoosa-Edwards Paper Co.; McArthur, Kim- 
The Law: “D—n you; don't you know this is one- berly-Clark Co.; Fourness, Kimberly-Clark Co.: Hel- 

way traffic! . . fast, Riverside Fiber and Paper Co. 
The L.M.: “Sh-a-y — I’m going only one way, Of- a 

nalien” THINGS THAT NEVER HAPPEN 
A perfectly rational E.E. is sitting on the davenport 

“Jimmic” Watson, in I.E. 143a: “Merely as a matter with the answer of his dreams. The lights blink and 
of interest, does anyone know the smallest alternator then go out. Afore-mentioned E.E. reaches into his 
made?” : pocket for the fuse plug that he always carries for 

Tau Bete: “Yah, the dynamo of the lightning bug.” such emergencies, and replaces the burned out one.
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| L | | CASH and A | | WASHINGTON ARMY STORE | 
i i of 123 E. WASHINGTON AVE. i 

i SQUARE DEAL if Fairchild 695 i 

| | 
| for your used books — SPECIAL OFFER FOR ENGINEERS | 

now or at the end of i i 

school. Genuine Leather Puttees _______. $2.98 I 

2 2 2 ! 
| | | = 

i REMEMBER! i i Officers’ All Leather Shoes —____. $3.98 

| tol I 
l For 16 years we have { | Atl Wool Blue Navy Pants __--. i 

bought and sold books oe Ne - $2.98 | 
: for fair prices. We are t 6} Suttses! Wikies Duce Rants l 

still doing it. Sailors uite Duck Pants ~-_-_-- $1.98 

16” Hi-top Boots, All Leather —_-. $6.25 

! to i 
| . - | | Genuine Whipcord Breeches —__. 3.75 i | Bou Bookie $3.79 | 
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i Special Engineering Keyboards WS SSS —<_ i 
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i i | | BREWINGTON :TYPEWRITER CO. || | 
| 533 STATE STREET B. 222 
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AFTER The Class of 1926 will soon be VISION To say of a man “He has vision” is to pay 

GRADUATION graduated; and its members will be- him a compliment which cannot be paid to 

gin their work in many parts of the United States, and many. Through vision the world has progressed to its 

in some foreign countries. New friendships will be present great civilization, Vision is an ability — yes 

formed, and new fields of activity encountered. But more than an ability —it is a courage to look through 

every alumnus of Wisconsin will want to keep in touch — the portals of thought, to see what is going on, and to 

with his Alma Mater and activities, and with the friends devise new applications for the benefit of ourselves and 

made during during the college years. Perhaps the of our fellows. 

best way to do this is to take an active part in the The inventors of the air plane decided that there 

nearest Wisconsin Alumni club —there are many of must be a reason why kites flew in the air; they in- 

them spread over the country. Another way is to at- vestigated, and the result has benefited mankind. Colum- 

tend Homecoming and the class reunions whenever pus believed that the earth was round — he investigated 

possible. Every graduate should join the Alumni Asso- and the result need not be questioned. Bell played 

ciation and receive with his membership the Alumni with two tin cans at either end of a string and noted 

Magazine, which contains news of the alumni and the — that sound traveled from one to the other —he investi- 

University. And all Engineers should see to it that gated. Everybody knew that when water boiled steam 

The Wisconsin Engineer is received regularly every was formed, but James Watt had vision enough to 

month of the school year. The Wisconsin Engineer discover its power and harness it. 

offers these suggestions to our graduates, believing that Down through the ages the use of vision backed by 

the cost of carrying them out will be far less than the determination and sufficient courage has brought about 

benefit received. the progress of civilization, and has enabled each suc- 

—— ceeding generation to live better and enjoy life more. 

AND WHY |\ student critic of the WISCONSIN. . A liste individ) a a little gee: er 

THE ADS? ENGINEER recently inveighed investigation, and enough courage to go through with 

. : : what they believed to be right has enabled the men of 

agamnst the number of advertisements, his atgument vision to stand out as individuals — to be distinct from 

being that the space should bei filled, with editorial the masses, to obtain successful achievement, and to 
matter rather than with ads. We didn’t suppose that nenehe-amanlard. 

there was anyone in the college whose knowledge of 

business was so limited as to permit him to express 

such an idea: but, we reason, if there is one, there may ENGINEERING TEACHERS That the average teach- 

be more of the same opinion, and perhaps it would be OVERLOADED? ing load of engineering 

well to explain a bit. teachers, which is 18 hours of attendance in class room 

Last year, our earnings from all sources except ad- or laboratory a week, is too heavy and that it should 

vertising were $1,512.46; our expenses were $3,845.20. not exceed 15 hours, is the finding of the committee 

Advertising paid the difference and left us an operating that has been investigating engineering education for 

profit for the year. Could we publish without advertis- the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Educa- 

ing? Yes, probably; but the magazines with a small — tion, . 

amount of advertising are decidedly aenemic. This Perhaps because of this overloading, says the re- 

college would be dissatisfied with the sort of a maga- port, the engineering teachers are not active in research, 

zine that we could publish for $200 a month. nor do they engage in any large amount of profes- 

There is another and perhaps a more important sional work, “but we fear that * * * there is not 

gain from advertising of the kind we carry: New that degree of intellectual activity and vitality among 

products are introduced to the public through advertise- Our engineering teachers as a class which promises a 

ments. ‘The engincer who tries to keep abreast of de- transmission to the student of that enthusiasm and love 

velopments in his field cannot afford to wait until men- for independent thinking and investigation which is 

tion of the new products filters into the editorial mat- SO necessary to real progress.” 

ter; he must study the advertising pages of his maga- About 60 per cent of the teaching in engineering 

zine. Many engineers turn to the advertising sections colleges is done by men of professional rank, 35 per 

before they turn to reading matter. Student engineers cent is done by instructors, and the remainder by 

should realize the value of studying the ads. assistants and others. This disproves the statement
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little company 

—which ? 
“YOULL surely be buried in the 

big company,’ say some. ‘‘Every- 
thing is red tape, and you’ll end up 
in a groove in some little depart- 
ment.”’ 

“Your little company never gets 
you anywhere,’ others assert. ‘“The 
bigger the company the bigger your 
cpportunity.”’ 

Whether a plant covers a hun- 
dred acres or is only a dingy shop 

up three flights is not so important 
as whether the company is con- 

| cerned with improving its product 
through the development of its 

; men and their ideas. 
e : listed There are ably managed and grow- 

| Goanmwstention ing companies in growing, forward- 
4 Industry looking industries which offer you 

by a chance to grow with them. 

estern Electric Company 
Makers of the Nation’s Telephones | 

\ Number 58 of a series or 

~~ please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write. 
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sometimes made that a large part of the teaching is eastern sky becomes colored with all the colors of the 
done by student assistants and graduate students. spectrum, which gradually brightens to the full light of 

The academic salaries of engineering teachers, ac- day, dispelling the silver clouds and lighting up the deep 

cording to the report, are low compared to the earn- dark valleys below. During the day the sun is hot, 

ings of engincering graduates. The median of the but not oppressive at the high elevations. Although 

teachers’ salaries coincides with the upper limit of the snow is unknown in the country, the rainy seasons are 

lower 10 per cent of the graduates. cool enough to necessitate artificial heating in dwellings. 

—_—_ Considering all, a sojourn in Honduras is a profitable 
ENGINEERING REVIEW experience regardless of the material losses entailed. 

Lo, A The intimate contact with a people whose ideals and 
(Continued from Page 277) . a . eye . . 

standards of living differ so greatly from our own brings 

or bridge-piece, Y. This member carries two slippers home certain facts of life never really appreciated other- 
whose form can be more clearly seen from views A, wise. 

B, and C. These slippers are the elements by which 

the reciprocating motion of the piston is transformed HODRAULIC THESIS WORK 

into the rotary motion of the shaft. They are univer- 

sally jointed to the pistons, being formed with hemis- (Continued from Page 272) 

pherical surfaces fitting in spherical cups attached to — the go°, the one commonly used, will probably have 
the outer edges of the piston tubes referred to above. the most constant coefficient of discharge over the 

On their opposite faces, which are truly plane, they ordinary range of head. 

engage with the equally plane surfaces of the swash- R. N. Morris assisted by P. H. Schultz and H. L. 

plate S, which is rigidly attached to the engine shaft Cqark js testing the performance of a “Hydrol” rotary 
‘The inventor calls this plate, for the sake of brevity, pump at various speeds and discharge heads, The pump 

the “slant.” . . . has been loaned to the laboratory for testing purposes 

The ball pivot is provided to enable the slipper to py the Schmid Manufacturing Company of Dubuque, 
perform its two essential functions: First, to change Towa. 

continuously the direction of its inclination as the slant 

revolves, the amount of this inclination, depending on CEE Eo 05 for barh alle Ce 

that of the slant, being considerable and usually 22% me Cer ie 

degrees. Second, to enable the slipper to adjust, to a pee ete 
very small extent, the amount of its inclination, and dare ee 
so admit a wedge-shaped film of lubricating oil of see ger 

| extreme thinness between its surface and that of the = ‘TTI ; ~LELT ny eg 

slant. In the second of these functions the slipper is § Arey Cod oc LS Bends 0 
analagous to the blocks of a Mitcheil pivoted thrust- ae £0. U Bora PTT Ty 
bearing, and their well-known durability and_ reliability CLittTi TT Tritt i tri ti tii | 

under the most severe working conditions is sufficient ranma Spocerstenee te Figs Damen | 

SUATANTES of Similar cliatacteristics ih the conalcless Vic. 2. Variation in head loss in U and S pipe bends | 
engine slipper. No separate fly-wheel is used, the . . 

slant and clutch members having sufficient angular with different spacers, 

momentum to ensure steady running. In addition to the above undergraduate and graduate 

—The Automotive Engineer. studies, each of the instructors in the department is 

Ne carrying on some investigative study. C..I. Corp and 

MINING IN HONDURAS H. T. Hartwell, instructor in hydraulics, have a bulletin 

. practically completed describing the results of some 

(Continued from Page 268) 4,000 tests to determine the effect of U and S bends 

country, were represented. About twice a year, notable in pipe lines from r1-inch to 8 inches in diameter. The 

people in the country, including governmental officials studies indicate that when two standard pipe ells are 

and business men from Tegucigalpa are entertained joined together to form either a U or S bend, that the 

royally, and a “good time is had by all.’ Less formal loss is apparently less than the loss in the two ells in- 

entertainments are indulged in at much shorter inter- stalled independently. Figure 2 shows the results for 

vals throughout the year, with an excess of spirits mak- the 1-inch U and S bends and it will be noted that it 

ing up for the scarcity of population. is not until a spacer of from 20 to 30 diameters length 

The scenery of the country is unsurpassed in the has been inserted between the ells, that a loss is obtained 

estimation of many travelers. From the high mountains, from the U and S equal to the sum of the two inde- 

the terrain can be seen for miles, blending with the sky pendent ell losses. 

and clouds so that it is impossible to tell where the In actual installations it is therefore desirable to group 

earth stops and the sky begins. Each day, at sunrise, pipe fittings rather than separate them by lengths of 

one is greeted with a sight beyond description, as the — straight pipe.
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ie oe Wherever there is a Timken Bearing in machin- Finest material for the worst work in machinery oe 
eee. ery there is a point of hard service. That’s just is assured by the complete. extremely modern 438 = tase ge y : 3: % a i Sa why each bearing is there. Timken steel plant which is part of the great eee 
Se E 5 self-contained Timken ring industry. eo Be _ _ For very vital reasons Timkens are awarded tough , Bearing industry i 
me: jobs in motor cars, trucks, tractors, machine tools, Such resources and facilities could be reared on a 
"85 electric motors and other mechanical devices nothing but the engineering success of some a 
ek i icul 150,000,000 Timken Beari Faci i- Se — throughout transportation, agriculture, manufac- 000, imken Bearings. Facing an engi. i 
a ture, and all other divisions of Industry. Timken _ neering career, you will be facing the universal | 

bee) Tapered design provides for the inevitable preference for machinery designed around | 
e823) “side-thrust’? on bearings, which best engineer- Timken Tapered Roller Bearings. It willbe well | ee . . “ ee : a : 3 a . ae ing dare not ignore. Timken positive roll align- toknow Timkens. The little stiff-bound Timken 
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| ay ue oe ae <2 Sea Pe See 7 . 
oo pO E i RG se ae eee eer tee a 
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The world’s largest producer of electric furnace steel is Timken. In these giant buckets or “dadles,”? the liquid 
Timken steel leaves the furnaces to go through all the processes of manufacture, entirely within the Timken plants 

ARTI MITE TSI reed Te? AID rRra2e 2B Be BR El ED ao fomen Frey fe Need Ge Ser 9 ESD Ed GHUEED Cod Eek o> SS Roller EEE EMI ESE Wdess Gd SD Ga? Bes 
Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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‘CASH-— | | | 
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| Paid for Used Books 
| sane AB as 

THE CO-OP 
| State and Lake E. J. GRADY, Mer. 

opin pipet eee i in RRR RNa a Ewa 
a 

! ! 

| | 

oe ie A a ier? 
a Ee: ty ICE MACHINES | 

i AE Se eee i 

| (ree! §6PAY GOOD DIVIDENDS | 

Cl re Our successful experience in designing 

| and building Refrigerating and Ice Making Plants in the last half century is | 

passed on to the purchaser in the form of properly constructed and installed 

i equipments. | 

Specifications and Quotations covering any size Refrigerating or Ice 

i Making Plant will be submitted on request. | 

: | 
t k 
| THE VILTER MANUFACTURING CO. | 

906 Clinton Street Established 1867 Milwaukee, Wis. i 

| | | tt HAA RH HMB 

WBE a porTRAlT. Wear 

(| A PORTRAIT ~ eit 
LAS i j WY’ | 
SEN | In Your CAP and GOWN | YAS )| 
i a Will be invaluable as a remembrance of your college days. ey 

S | Arrange for the PICTURE on or before Commencement Day | ZI 

| S| CARL THOMAS | 
i CO) ! Badger 2407 Photographer 26 W. Mifflin | 
i | | : 

| nee ee ee ame ee al 
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CHEMICAL ENGINEERING LE I never know when I'll get back 
H. R. Broker, ch’21, is the father of Robert Harvey, ) aX Pos when I leave the house in the 

who arrived on March 29. Mr. Harvey is Superintendent of F os rf ¥ morning. Such is a railroadman’s 
the Wisconsin Gas and Electric Company. of Racine, Wis. ° qu ls life. 

Edwin E. Meisekothen, ch’22, announces the birth of a 2 C “My wife and I began house- 
daughter, Helen Mary, on February 19. Mr. Meisekothen Gy 5 keeping a couple of weeks ago 
is a chemical engineer with French Battery Company in + — and I am very conveniently as far 
Madison. His address is 1234 E. Dayton St. cad 4 as transportation goes. I can see 

Cleveland F. Nixon, ch’23, has changed his address to my train irom the kitchen and still make the grade.” 
757 Bucklin St., La Salle, Illinois. 

OO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING Clarence E. Hocking, e’26, has announced his engagement 

George W. Chamberlain, c’10, has changed his residence to Miss Margaret Hill of Menomonie, Wisconsin. 
from Chisholm, Minn., to 3130 Hibbing Ave. Hibbing, George G. Post, e’04, who is with the Milwaukee Railway 
Minnesota. Mr. Chamberlain has been transferred to the and Light Company attended the regional meeting of the Scranton Mine office of the Pickards Mather and Com- American Institute of Electrical Engineers held at Cleveland, 
pany. Ohio on March 18 and 19. Professor Edward Bennet and 

Fk. C. Christophersen, c’23, Junior Engineer with the Assistant Professor L. J. Peters of Electrical Engineering 
U. S. G. S. Water Resources Branch, who was recently in at Wisconsin also attended this meeting. A three day 
Madison, states that he has been transferred to the office vegional meeting on the Northeastern Districts will be 
at Charlottesville, Virginia. held at Niagara Falls on May 26, 27, and 28 where the 

Gerden F. Daggett, ¢’l4, formerly materials engineer technical subjects to be discussed will include dielectric of the Wisconsin highway commission has been appointed power factor measurements, insulation, transmission, power 
Executive Secretary of the Wisconsin Mineral Aggregate plant tests, machinery, rectifiers, and speed measurements. 
Association. His address is 6098 Plankinton Building, Mil- Robert E. Steele, ex e’28, is now living at 185—10th St. waukee, Wis. Apt. 3, Milwaukee Wisconsin. . 

Clark A. Dunn, ¢’23, writes Professor ——— es 
een tae i nbn Owen that he would like to have a copy MINING ENGINEERING 

A of the law for the settling of old disputed . % 
Ae ss land corners, according to the laws of Chester Allen, min’10, has changed his address to 228 W. 
K t the state of Wisconsin. The things we College Ave., Appleton, Wisconsin. 
\ ( learned in T. E. 8 are, without a doubt, C. C. Gladson, min’24, has been transferred from Detroit 

/ LT de very useful. Mr. Dunn is still with Bridge to the home office of the Ladisch Drop Forge Company, 
~ ee, Department of the State Highway Com- Mr. Gladson’s new address is c/o Ladisch Drop Forge Cam- 

mission. pany, Cudahy, Wisconsin. | 
Fabian C. Mcintosh, ¢’18, is manager of the Pittsburg Lawrence H. Hahn, min’22, reports his new address as 

office of the Johnson Service Company. In a letter to the 2806 Cedar St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Mr. Hahn is Sales 
editor Mr. McIntosh compliments the excellence of the Engineer for the Sivyer Steel Casting Company. 
publication. Milner H. Hawkins, min’25, was married to Miss Vivian 

G. R. Olson, ¢’22, has changed his address to 183 So. W. Lansworth on January 2, at Ironwood, Michigan. Mr. and 
Temple — Room 201, Salt Lake City, Utah. Mrs. Hawkins will be at home after May 1 at Caspian, 

Willard J. Seder, ¢’21, has changed his address to 229 Michigan where Mr. Hawkins is doing mining engineering 
South Fairmount Ave., Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. work, 

Robert J. Trier, ¢’13, has accepted a position on the John F. Linden, min’24, employed by the Arthur Iron 
Engineering Staff of the City of Fond du Lac. Mr. Trier Mining Company at Hibbing, Minn. was married to Miss 
is also proud to announce the birth of a son, James Martha Ruth Phelps at the home of the bride’s Mother 
Robert, born on March 14. They are now living at 32 N. several weeks ago. 
Sibley St., Fond du Lac, Wis. H. Gratton Lynch, min’24, who has been in a hospital in 

Harold W. Jensen, c’25, in a letter to Professor Van Montenery is now feeling all right and is employed by 
Hagen writes that he is still in the employ of the North- the South American Gulf Oil Company as an Oil Geologist. 
western Railway Company at Chicago. Mr. Jensen states Mr. Lynch, who was recently married, is rather un- 
in his letter, “I think I am getting some valuable experience lucky as his wife is in Texas and he is in South 
right now. There certainly is a pile of work to be done in America. In his letter to Professor Shorey Mr. Lynch 
the next few months. They are the busiest right now that states: “I am up the Mogdeliva River on from a place called 
they have been for years. Puesta Welchis but at a nice camp. Here we have ice 

“I was looking for the regular spring inspection ‘bunch’ machine, lights, showers, etc., but at times we are out for 
this year, but I missed them. Did you go thru the Union weeks at a time in the jungle so in that case it is rather 
Station instead? I haven’t seen any of the class of ’25 tough. Tell Mr. McCafferey that I applied for a membership 
since last fall and only one of them — Wally Fluek. I have to the A. S. M. E. and used his name as a reference. He 
been coming up to pay a visit to the old haunts but I may be asked to write on me. I am to be here for eighteen 
kave postponed it so often that I don’t dare set a date. months and maybe longer.
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| ; VACATION DAYS |; 

| | ALMOST HERE | | HICKEY FREEMAN | | | 
i ij ENGINEERS, ATTENTION! i 

| i | | 
| I | Kahki Breeches Lace ~-------.--. $1.65 | 

| CUSTOMIZED 1 of 5 | 
! tof Toleski reeches | 
| Clothes will give you everything i i Ms rest m ° SRR png $2.6 | 

| you tave hed in He cunocemnae || Beit Cord_ Breechen Baten 69 QE | 
| garments — except price and the | i | 

bother of trying on. Clone aut) sen Ee $5.99 | 
| i i These are sewed Boots i 

| i i Full line Tents — Cots — Camp | 

| i of Stoves at Jobbers’ Prices | 

| i | | 
| JOHN GRINDE | | Kahki Pants ~_------------------- $1.45 | 
| io] 
i 8 TEMGON, DRE. i White Regulation Navy Pants — just in. 
i ’ fe é ' . 

; } Madison Army Store | 
i i | 126 E. MAIN STREET | 
Peer teense fence pee ne eae 
F111 th ttt 9 8 IA NB NB BEA 

Bring in your 

i books. Our price i 
i will fully meet i 

| your favor. | 
| | 
| | 
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; Students’ Book Exchange i 
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pe Ue MECHANICAL ENGINEERING . 
le, ; ee ies . | Alfred R. Ganther, m’23, has announced his engagement 
Boos penn pene eer een ame eeememR to Miss Edith A. Porter. Mr. Ganther is employed in 

i" sia i mcapmemareaccconaa business at Oshkosh, Wisconsin. my 
ae Z Oy a ate a. Edison E. Henry, m’22, has changed his address to 2107 
ee —_ rs é ws . ae es Jones St., Wichita Falls, Texas. 

~y = cS oe a 3 2 Z ge Halsey F. Owen, m’20, who was in Madison on April 1st, 
ban oN ce Pym, er = is with the Merchants Power and Heating Company of 
a. - iL a : a ae Rockford, Illinois. His work consists mainly of designing 

° (we ; i ,~< eee é and installing heating plants. 

a Ds. 5 : if “ig ee Clarence W. Peterson, m’21, has changed his place of 
bs > = eel residence to 913—2nd Ave., Kenosha, Wisconsin. 

5 «ON — .™ Homer J. Steel, m’23, is with the Southern Engineering 
aaa ” a = ee £ c Co., Dowd Road, Charlotte, N. C. He writes: “Since gradua- 

oy cs a tion I changed from technical computing on steam turbines 
i -. to power plant operation to architectural supervision in i oS Miami to structural drafting here. Architectual work and 

I: : aan _ the allied building arts have turned out to be my natural 
= ay ie .~ bent.” 

bei de ‘ ‘ ee ~ Walter Porth, m’23, has just recently been transfered to 
the Bucyrus Company of South Milwaukee in their foreign 
sales engineering department. 

Resists Corrosion 
yas picture, taken in the salt BI. HATS PARADE 

marshes near Kearny, N. J., (Contined from Page 276) 
shows two lines of 30-inch Cast Iron aching for a fight, and still farther back came Jones and 
Pipe replacing pipe made of other vanes “Prom Special.” They were somewhat delayed 

. ecause Lallier, the Prom Queen had to have his hair 
material. The alternate exposure to marcelled. They rode in an alligator colored racing 
the action of salt water and air is a Ford. 
severe test. Joe Schulien showed the true spirit of St. Pat when 

he accompanied the parade, very scantily garbed, in a 

While the pipe shown in the pic- manner that would typify the shyster of 1950. He was 
ture is subjected to unusual corro- eating a stick of candy and acted in a way quite fitting | 
sive influences, all underground pipe to a lawyer. On the square he offered a beautiful co-ed 

3 5 a bite of his candy and it was accepted, (one consola- 
must be able to withstand corrosion tion for the Lawyers of 1950). Hugh Mackin, wearing 
to a greater or less degree. Cast Iron a necklace of monkey wrenches, a derby hat, side burns, 

Pipe has this quality. It does not and other equipment, was a Jewish peddler. Everett, 
depend on its coating to resist rust; and _ Williams played the part of mounted police on 

. % « 5.038 Williams’ motorcycle. Everett tried for thirty minutes 

the material itself r Tust-resisting. to light a cigarette and gave it up as a bad job. 

The first Cast Iron Pipe ever laid is Several prizes were awarded. Triangle won the 

in service today at Versailles, France, first place fraternity cup, and Phi Mu Delta the second 

after two hundred and sixty years’ place up. The A. S. C. E. took first place among the 
service. society floats and A. S. M. E., second. Cigarettes and 

candy were the prizes. Joe Schulien was rewarded for 

his exposure to Pneumonia by a slide rule, and Mackin 

THE CAST IRON PIPE PUBLICITY BUREAU earned a $5.00 Pantorium ticket. Buechner and Beeman 

Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago took first place in the two-man group, and Jones and 

Lallier, second. First prize was two sweat shirts, and 

Or second was two fountain pens. James Bambary and 

% qr 1 ] ON PIPE group won six month's passes to the Strand theatre. 

CAST I z I all All and all the parade was a success in spite of the 

s THE DELL & SPIGOT JOINT weather, and the victory was complete for the [n- 

Our nex booklet, “Plin- @ Ei Send for booklet, “Cast gineers. The blarney stone has been stowed away and 

gine Bell nese ee aes ck Soe et congien will remain until next year, when there may be a 

TO Ged gen wall be iteinece reat a co ron ee Eta oraitiae Lawyer-Engineer squabble about the time of St. Pat’s 

TENE ORTERNEAE UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION Day, if it doesn’t rain.
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’saH A There’s a Hyatt Answer 
to Your Bearing Question 

Hyatt Roller Bearings are used the guard against breakdowns and delays. 
world over. They are installed in Textile machinery, line shafts, con- 

numerous types of equipment—manu- tractor’s equipment, conveyors, etc., 
facturers representing over forty differ- operate at maximum capacity for longer 
ent industries include them as standard periods and at less expense when easy 

in their products. turning Hyatts are substituted for the 
A large majority of all American rubbing friction of ordinary bearings. 

made spa ine ae aad aie a In nearly every country on the globe, 
eiuiene b § oepen domes ON, re Hyatt equipment is selected when con- 

ail Che b een ee of passe, See stant dependable service must be as- 
a - e ke ter grace © A with the cars sured. For thirty years and more, the 
and tricks are equippes we ems use of Hyatt Roller Bearings has been 

Their application in lift trucks, trailers, expanding. You, perhaps, will some 

etc., has increased the load pulling day assist in extending their use. When 
capacity of workmen. that time comes, the resources of Hyatt 

In steel mills where bearings are sub- are at your disposal. Hyatt Roller 
jected to terrific thumping service, Hyatts Bearing Company, Newark, N. J. 

ROLLER BEARINGS 

LL a ERE TY ST PD ST PE BE ET 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write. 
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CREW PREPARES FOR POUGHKEEPSIE ahead of them in years, which may sound trite but re- 
-\fter pulling faithfully at the machines all winter, mains to be seen. With the expert handling of Coach 

Dad Vail’s crew candidates have finally been given a Bill Winterble, who, incidentally, is an old timer at the 
chance to work out on the lake, Placed under the game and verily breathes tennis, Capt. Sam Durand 
handicap of a long winter —and the ice was unusually and his merry men should bring Wisconsin its first 
slow in’ breaking up this year—the Cardinal squad honors in this sport and perchance give the game a re- 

must practice doubly hard to get into viving boost in this vicinity. 

shape to meet the other crews. Five 

. of the men from last year’s Pough- : 
a fore — EDITORIAL. 

seed keepsie eight are back on the squad. 
e rl "Tt may be a revelati sople, inasmuct Pe OE including the 1925 captain, «Oscar t may a a eo on some ay & inasmuch 

ke a. : : as s an abs ac a sé are the 4 XY) Teckemeyer, senior mechanical; and db us atl ‘ solute _ that lent 3 an Are the 
ee ee . : mos actical sports 2 student in the college curi- & he these with the likely new men from ost practical sports to the s the college 

y : sgn mivpemeticn feelin ahi culum of athletics. It is doubtful whether another 
3 Jast year’s junior varsity make the . 

\ ‘ na © foe . 7 sport could be added to these two and still satisfy ; 5: prospects for 1926 look pretty good. a 2 : 
5 a ere such conditions of value and use in the many years Bt La Kiewig and Basset, sophomore elec- soe oF 
wh Y fa 3 - , that follow the close of college activities. A man may 

bens yw tricals from the old frosh squad, are . . : 
og a : A as well hang up his track shoes, or put away his bas- 
sme or doing pretty well on the varsity, and . ee 

"ee! . ao ‘ ket-ball or base-ball outfit, or discard his football 
ot it looks as if they would be slated far 35 : 5 
ay - % get clothes and ambitions, after he receives his degree. > 
Ps regular berths on the eight. Kesting, : 

i ae : unless, of course, he is going to become attached and 
= syphomore civil, is also making a oe . . 

= of . . concerned principally with athletics. 
2 strong bid for the varsity eight, and a : Z * ae 

| 1 re eet * ; : lhe obvious questions of time and condition are the 
| Baillies, soph electrical, is a promis- ae oa = ; 

aR . « : : prohibitive restrictions that definitely debar the young 
Teckmeyer ing candidate for coxwain, F . . 

spac P Z business man, as well as the old, from,seriously renew- 
Senior About four weeks are left before . Bo ale : one Z aes Weananizat th I A ab Pouch! : ing or considering activity in any of these major 

Mechanica le annual regatta at Poughkeepsie «ge 
ee BURSEDS: sports. On the other hand, both golf and tennis afford 

where the strongest crews in the . : : t tered. Nothwitl ‘ 1i 1 1 all of the necessary exercise that is needed and, in 
country are entered. Nothwithstanding the shorter sus . f 

a ‘od | the 1 tl ; tt gue & ter addition, provide a most excellent advantage of com- 
yractice period, and the eneth ot the course r me . : . . . - wc 

} i] ae nd : . oni 1 © ih eUEREs hs bining the recreation with a social-business intercourse. 
miles, isconsin has rated very high ther 7 z + : : . = ' 1 La third a the last y igh t he with - Unfortunately, this university, with many of the other 
second and a third in the last two years. hree west- : : 

hool | i ce | E aa Gal ie i mid-west colleges, does not encourage either of these 
eTn schools anc ive eastern schools wi roba y be : : tyra : 

: : Fenadod propany 2e sports by extending suitable facilities for their promo- 
entered this year, including Washington, California, |. z eh as wos f the 

- . ~ 4 ae ; : tion and expansion. It is a pity that the vision of the 
Wisconsin, Navy, Columbia, Cornell, Pennsylvania, and 3 2 . te 

: _ . . athletic-governing bodies does not reach beyond the 
Syracuse. Perhaps also the frosh squad will be sent . . 

- : . present good derived by the active student. 
there to compete with similar crews from the other 

schools. Since the lake opened there has been a good —_ 

chance to practice, and with the excellent training SPRING FOOTBALL FRACTICE 

from Coach Vail, the W isconsin crew should get into Answering Coach George Little’s call for spring 

good shape to meet all competitors at the big regatta. practice, almost a hundred men reported and have been 

OO working in full swing. The unfavorable weather be- 

TENNIS fore recess retarded outdoor practice and forced the 

This year’s tennis squad finds at least two engineers men indoors for part of the time, but since the middle 

competing for positions on the team, which is of April, practice has been held regularly at Canip 

to comprise five men. Lawrence Groenert, junior Randall. 

civil, and = Leo Boldenweck, sophomore mechanical, For some time now, the men have been at scrimmage. 

should escape the first cut of the present number of Their playing indicates the possibility of a fine eleven ~ 

hopefuls, and very probably the latter should qualify next fall. With such intensive spring training and a 

tor a regular berth on the varsity. Despite the com- wealth of good material, much of it from the College 

bined handicaps of bad weather and poor courts, the of Engineering, we may expect a most successful 

Badger net-men have one of the most promising seasons — season.
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i THE PLACE WHERE ENGINEERS EAT 

i i 
i Across from the Chemistry Building 
i | 

1200 UNIVERSITY AVENUE PHONE FAIRCHILD 2944 ! 
! 
i i See ee ea a ie IRR ee ee ce 

Fe tt it tt at tt tt AA tt ID 

ot 
i Gaze Oassachusetts Institute of 
: ; B) Geseem @echnolog | 1K CG Sed | | | PANTORIUM CO. | | {} S24) School of Chemical — { 

or ts ‘ 

i Cleaners and Dyers i Engineering “Practice | 

| SUITS CLEANED AND PRESSED i i { > i 5 Tle and practical training at five industrial \¥ 
i at 2 plants are important features of the Graduate 
! $1.00 ! Course in Chemical Enginecring Practice. Field 
| . | work is carried out at Bangor, Me; Boston, Mass., (@ 
I Pressed only — $.50 I and Buffalo, N. Y.; in piants producing sulphite and { 
i i soda pulp, paper, caustic soda, chlorine, heavy acids) 
: : and salts, sugar, coke, gas, steel, ammonia, benzol | a Ko SON ! and other chemical products. , 
| Ber pL Ola SX oS ‘The more important operations of Chemical Engineering, as J j a Oy aN sg 7) \\ | typified by the above processes, are studied systematically by 
: a ~ \ = tests and experiments on actual plant apparatus, thus fixing 
! , > EP AND ! in the student’s mind the pzinciples of Chemical Engineering 
i \O, } | and correlating these principles with practice. 
i CE AN J) i The work is non-remunerative and independent of plant i ee ; control, the whole attention of the students being directed to \¥ 
| > | study and experimentation. 
i np CL i K{ _ Registration is limited, as students study and experiment f i i in small groups and receive individual instruction. h 
! 2 i Admission r-quires adequate preparation in chemist id | 538 STATE STREET | f\ engineering, Able stuaents can complete the requiremeata for 
i Service B. 1180 Office B. 1598 | i the Master of Science degree in one and a half years. 

| $5.00 in advance gives $6.00 credit | ‘ 
i I y For further details address the 
i i SCHOOL of CHEMICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE f t oo i Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. J 
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| dream come true With | nee BS KARSTENS | 
| the Cine’-Kodak, Model B, pb ee oe 1 

you kan keep in motion i SGNeeicH =U 22-24 North Carrol Street I 

i pictures the story of your Lj i 
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hoa i i Across from the Majestic Theatre i 

i Wm. J. MEUER PRESIDENT | ! | 

i to] ! 
; il 

| og : 

| | ~the leather and 
i | | d | i i uggage goo S store 

i 1! : 
i | | 

; i i | 
ot non 9 tt nt tn ty eH 
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Wy] The Hidden Shoulders 

en the Inventor Qa “ican 
| ee sands of dollars 

o.. s ; \ Rex Griplock fits the same 

mse wan | :\ sprockets anddoes thesame 

; 9 _ F work as ordinary types of 

@. Vf AE re : chain, but does it more 

EXC. The Inventor probably still feels a & ba J efficiently andatalowercost. 
= \s ——- glow of satisfaction toward the old ff : 

“o —-  carbonfilamentlamp. Butwhenhe [| \ \ : 
i BN . : | >) 
cp Y on wants light he probably switches on ” r ; 

SENN, a bulb like this. Ae chr a a 

They are both electric lights, but SS ee VN wet 
the Mazda represents a better way — ii = | \ A 

of using electricity for lighting. = | | | | — fo ae The hidden shoulders of 
Z [ = Ge (e genuine Rex Griplock 

= : i 
~~ 

Today there are a lot of us who have Y “S The greater strength and 
an affection for some old type of i I \\ the greater live bearing area 

chain that helped us make money i of Rex Griplock both lie in 

in years gone by. Take old Detach- od ei Ral a shieuliess that 
. vi amp ake the chain stronger 

able, for instance. ; 9M) chan its pins. 

re Rex Genuine Griplock is: 

But that is no reason why i only one of the many im- 

we should use it today any a fm provements in power trans- 
thanthel t ld (1 ) mission and material han- 

more than the Inventor wou oA Oy 7 Seam. dling equipment that have 

use the old lamp. For Rx =i. ‘i ! NG been pioneered and devel- 

GenuineGriplock put the old zz y ‘Se oped by the Chain Belt 

chain on the shelf. Cree fe Companys 
. \ The growth of the mechan- 

\ ical handling has been one 

Des . ? Hija of the outstanding devel- 

URES Bak: Lh The Hidden Shoulders represent 3 ‘Eaeae opments of industry in the 

the same sort of an advance in twentieth century. 

j chain engineering as the Mazda Whether youarea student, 

\ did in electric lighting. If you (a) anigrecue ee 
} «don’t know Rex Genuine Grip- . fo cunt ane te 

fo | Sevens S; lock, turn the ‘‘spot’’ on the cou- @il maya ( bm) cal handling holds for you. 

sid egy Pon, now. We will gladly furnish ad- 
i ditional information to 

| /.\ anyone interested. 

| Among the Products 

Es af, = 4 Manufactured by the 

276: @@ Chain Belt Company 
oe are: 

Rex Conveyor Machinery for han- 

CHAIN BELT COMPANY 4S 
eee Milwaukee IY MB \ ex Goncste izes for construc 

oi 7) og tion work. 
ff ay oe Rex Concrete Pavers for streets and 

| ‘ SSS if. pic Re Benen Via daboBlORBAUIPRIERE, 
3 SF Rex Traveling Water Screens. 

| | SS = i { . The Chain Belt Company 

= 
i and its affiliated organizations 

XK ZA. ee see | employ approximately 
: Vt 2,000 men 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write. 
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B and Bucket Distributi 
'HE Koehring Company provided means for producing 
Standardized Concrete long before its importance was 

| generally recognized. At the same time the vital impor- 
| tance of operating speed and the saving of time on the job 

has always been a fundamental consideration in designing 
Koehring Pavers and Mixers. Pe) 
One of the basic units of the standard paver, produced in 
conformity with these principles, is the boom and bucket sys- 
tem for delivering mixed concrete from the drum to the sub- 
grade, developed and perfected by Koehring Company. 

This unit because of its many automatic actions cuts down to 
a minimum the time for placing the mixed concrete on the 
subgrade; and because it is possible with this method to main- 
tain a uniform and proper consistency of the concrete from 

“Concrete — Its Manufacture the drum to the subgrade without separation of aggregate, 
and Use” is a 210 page trea- the Koehring boom and bucket is an important factor in pro- 
nen ate uses of spiel in ducing standardized concrete of dominant strength. 
cluding 26 pages of tables o , quantities ee materials requir- Today, the Koehring boom and bucket, Koehring batch 
ed in concrete paving work. meter, Koehring five action remixing principle, and the 
To engineering students, fac- Koehring automatic water measuring tank provide the ulty members and others aga f : interested we shall gladly most positive and accurate means for producing standard- 
send a copy on request. ized concrete of unvarying uniformity yet devised. 

Gor KOEHRING (@ COMPANY 
MILWAUKEE ny WISCONSIN 

46 

MANUFACTURERS OF PAVERS, MIXERS—GASOLINE SHOVELS, CRANES AND DRAGLINES 
Piccse mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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A RECENT GRAD’S WANDER YEAR Viln te M7 Ase8) , Rass eth SS 
(Continucd from Page 271) EF el 2 aS Een iene peer eo 

young student who knew a little English, (practically MCR RE REST (O28 POF W'DIESRS (SV NIGE TEO® 

all of them are studying English now) when I really rX~ 

needed help, and he would always be anxious to practice \\) X a RS 
what English he knew and to listen to my spoken En- 24) L | th Oj sy oe axe 

glish. I’m sure that within a few years every educated pay Ne esas Chg Der ib 
Japanese will have a workable knowledge of our lan- ce) 5 (Ge = atta 

guage. 
5 ee Ee NL Mee wy I was sorely tempted to stay longer than my time Spee Ky Ct . Nery iii or fy, VA 

and money allowed, but after another week along the BF . NG i AA ANY Lud 

picturesque Inland Sea, I made my way up through ™ Wh. kee Ny, Re) i Ui 

old Korea, now known as Chosen, rugged and ancient, A nto nenpin = gt aa Wage 

to’ Mukden in Manchuria, where the Chinese are being 4 et el ‘ai . Ay : 

custed by the more progressive Japanese. Only politi- 

cally and economically, however; racially not in the ——— : 

least, for the race has not yet appeared which can ab- 

sorb the Chinese; whereas, they have absorbed several Ex 1 

races of people and seem none the worse for it. Mukden pet enrce— 

really warrants a longer visit than I paid it. It was In no industry is experience in 

once the threshold of the Mongols and ranks with Pe- manufacture more essential than 

king, Nanking, and Canton as an important Chinese in the production of explosives. 
city historically, although less known to Westerners. Physical control of the product 
I did not tarry on my way through the Manchurian 18 paramount. 

provinces to Peking, for I was anxiously expecting Du Pont has made explosives con- 
great things of that capital, and I was not disappointed. fienously for 1g yak origina 

Of all the cities I have been in Peking stands out as rei forward ie in explosives 
the most individual ; and if it is possible for cities to have manufacture in this country. 

it, then, above all, Peking has personality. It is to the sy: : 

East what Rome is to Europe—the Imperial City. Here ROUND desined feobe long expers 

in the middle ages Genghis Khan and Kublai Khan industrial needs and even to antici- 

planned and built the capital for their empire on a vast pate those needs by originating 

and magestic scale winning for it the title of the city of new methods, new processes and 
magnificent distances. Peking, “gets” you, with its new-products. 

awe-inspiring Forbidden City, its royal palaces, its im- | E, I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO. 

perial gardens, its many princely palaces, its magnifi- | INCORPORATED 
. snaaae ‘ Be 4 Explosives Department 
cent temples — all beautifully planned in their relation | WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

one to another, and surrounded by the massive city | 

wall some fourteen miles around pierced by twelve | 

gates, each adorned with a finely wrought pagoda style = — , 

tower. The Chinese may never have reached great 

heights of grace and beauty in architecture, especially 

according to our standards, but they do excel in the 

matter of settings for their architectural monuments. Gooey 

All the important buildings and temples are situated in : ~~ BAS 

spacious grounds with effective and dignified approaches A ee RE) Re 

and vistas. Even the city as a whole is effectively j Ary. ™~ wk} 
situated just below the last ridge of the protecting ce Pe by a5 . My 

mountains to the west and north which separate the ey Ey eS SS a 

plains of Mongolia from the fertile fields of Chihli. é Re ap) Yo “AD NTs poss _ 

The intimate life of the people, too, is just as fasci- ty Mice PS = a — = LePe yo 

nating, for more than in any other large city of the = we ME ee Pome tras 
Far East it has retained its old Chinese character. ° “ sleseeal poeta 

Except for the comparatively isolated Legation Qrarter,_<§ -=—-—$-7N7YIVTHYSYSSSSS SH. 
the Chinese have successfully resisted the encroachment 

of the West. Not even the tram lines, the tracks of 123 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP 

which were laid some years ago by the French, were 

completed. The Peking Cart, a clumsy two-wheeled IN THE SERVICE OF INDUSTRY 

affair with no springs, and the rickshaw are still the LT 

|
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principal means of transportation. I have no doubt, 

however, that Western customs will force their way 

é. ae eT 7] into this city eventually. We are such a pugnacious 
ty P| i ee | people! So I was loathe to leave Peking while it was 

| y ae ss a still so truly Oriental when on the eve of my departure 

s | fel mo 1 happily found a job which kept me there for four de- 
he ea A lightful ‘months. 

leh iG aa ad ig 4 us |] The architett ° Satie of ino Foundation ve 
H er eee am | investigating the feasibility of building several sma 

ee TAG ty a eo " 4 eae omnes and I ne him in fetes ‘and CRAs Porc oct en co i s an i) j sa computation of costs. China has no natural gas, and even 
Re x te! : e 4 Ae the large cities have no municipal gas supply, for China 
ee ee he | jumped directly from candles and oil lamps to elec- 
tes aN iL 4 - sa dl tricity. But the Rockefeller Foundation really needed 

re Fel = ee el gas in a half dozen hospitals and medical colleges 

throughout the country for laboratory purposes, Bunsen 
° burners, and for hospital kitchens. We hoped to make 

More cuts pet minute use of the abundant supply of cheap coal in gas produc- 
. ers, but the equipment needed was too complicated and 

by adding cxpensive for the small amount of gas needed. Further- 
more we found this plentiful supply of coal too high 

more good cutters in sulphur content and generally of poor quality for 

gas producing. The result, then, of four months of 
N the endeavorto achieve quickerand more work was to abandon our ideas. They could not be 

I 3 , gas worked out economically, and instead we purchased 
economical methods in milling,the number from Czecho-Slovakia several very efficient gas-pro- 

of cutters used in a single set-up has tended to ducers using either kerosene or gasoline and producing 

increase. This is particularly true of automo- a satisfactory gas much more economically than we 
tiveshopswhere high production is thewatch- could hope to produce from coal. It was my first prac- 

tcial realization of the fact that an engineer’s duty is 
word. . not only to know what to do but also to know what 

Two automotive jobs are shown. Above is a i0# t6 a6. 

| Brown & Sharpe Automatic Milling Machine which By this time I was quite anxious to make more im- 
fairly bristles with cutters. Eight Brown & Sharpe portant connections, but I soon discovered that it was 
cutters—four Coarse Tooth End Mills and four impossible to do so. The civil strife which had been 
Spiral Shell End Mills—are used. Below is a view threatening the peace of the country more or less inter- 
of an operation on a Brown & Sharpe No. 13B mittently was becoming more serious. All foreign capi- 

Plain Milling Machine in which six Brown & Sharpe tal and much native capital was being withdrawn from 

Coarse Tooth Side Milling Cutters and three Spiral new developments in transportation, mining, power 

Shell End Mills (in back) are used. generation, and similar activities; hence many engineers, 

The advantage of such operations depends large- against whom I could not compete for any jobs that 
ly on the durability of the cutters. Too frequent | might have been open, were out of work, Things went 

stops for sharpening or changing cutters are disas- from bad to worse. Feng Yu Shaing, the so-called 
trous to the produc- . i — Christian General, with his army deserted his political 

tion schedule. As the [aREna eA ail party and set himself up as the power in Peking. That 

: as To Ke was my cue to leave, and I did so, reluctantly but 
best insurance of dur- | F t rl Aa { promptly. Fortunately I was able to take the last train 

ability, long life, and mt ri rom that left Peking for some time. Feng was confiscating 
long service between a: : poe j them for troop movements. 
sharpenings Brown& Pe eee | cc fe ue One must not get the idea that the Civil War in 
Sharpe Cutters were ie Hi al P| j China is comparable to our own notions of a_ civil 
chosen for these and : = See se : war (although at the time of writing there really seems 

many similar jobs. etl acta tf to be some actual fighting around Tientsin). For the 

i most part it is political maneuvering and personal in- 

i] BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO. if trigue on the part of the military Tuchuns of the several 
ji : provinces of China. On the other hand it is generally 

PROVIDENCE, R.L, U.S.A. q admitted that the entire structure of the republican 

form of government set up by the revolution of 1gtt 

= — — ——, : has collapsed. The Chinese are not suited to the re-
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Ag ek an Ll eg y a a SR vl aie aE TINS | Era iol i ae 

ep ‘i aa | ns \ gine ad a So oe A, a ae | vy, rege Wena s aay) ft Bh Li oaia 
MR me I ees Sys Sk BML ah 

He Ney ead oa See eee wn Ee a Gana 44 fs. 1 ty card Ma a So Ae ca a eee | f BAe {III PRN See oaee| re | | 
can NY Cg ens ee Be ni 

| a ni ; 
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\ | 1 4 

a 
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_ oo ee Paring Plat at 
, - “ Lodi Water Works, 

Selecting the Job and the Employer 
As Commencement approaches, the college senior reflects on 

NGERSOLL-Ray things past and looks forward to the future. He realizes that 
| Dd a man derives his greatest happiness in life from his family, his 

PRODU CTS friends, ane his work. He is joeking for employment with a 
concern whose integrity and stability match the high quality 

AIR AND GAS of its products. 

COMPRESSORS Ingersoll-Rand has long stood as a leader among the manu- 
ROCK DRILLS facturers of compressed air machinery, pumps, condensers, | 

mining and quarrying equipment, and oil engines. For fifty- 
DRILL SHARPENERS five years it has been combining the latest advances in i 
PNEUMATIC TOOLS engineering with the most careful methods of manufacture—a 

policy of progress resulting consistently in products of the 
TIE TAMPERS highest quality. It is continually broadening its field; and | 

CAMERON PUMPS its customers are found all over the world. 

VACUUM PUMPS Among Li major factors which have contributed to the } 
stability and success of the Company are: recognition of 

CONDENSERS f engineering talent, promotion of superior employees to the 
AIR LIFT PUMPS highest places in the organization, and a plan of industrial } 

AIR HOISTS research that has kept its products abreast of the times. 

OIL & GAS ENGINES INGERSOLL-RAND CO., 11 Broadway, New York City {If 
OIL- ELECTRIC Offices in principal cities the world over 

LOCOMOTIVES ; 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write. 
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publican form of government by reason primarily of discharges filtered oil to a mechanical lubricator from 

their temperament, but also by reason of the poor com- which it is distributed to all bearing surfaces, 

munication between the many provinces, the lack of a At the present time, the engine is loaded by means 

universal language, and the high percentage of illiteracy. of a prony brake. Provision has been made whereby 

I, for one, cannot sce how anything but a monarchy a water dynamometer can easily be connected to the 

can restore political order for the present. But when engine. This feature will be added whenever funds 

that order comes, and it must come before long, the are available for such apparatus. 

engineers who were forced to leave their work will re- There has been remarkable development in the Diesel 

turn again and many more besides, including, I hope, [Engine during the past few years. It has never been a 

myself, question of high efficiency for that was achieved even 

Of course, my thoughts were of other things while with the first invention in 1892 by Dr. Rudolf Diesel. 

i was on that train bound for Shanghai. We were Improvements during the succeeding five years develop- 

rather uncomfortably crowded, passengers were far too ed an engine which operated on the present day cycle. 

numerous for the few civilian trains running, and we The problem has been to produce this engine on a manu- 

were often sidetracked to allow troop trains to pass. facturing basis. The Diesel Engine, with a thermal 

The military atmosphere was very tense, and I felt — efficiency of 30%, has the record of being the most 

like a boy running away from an exciting fire (if there efficient heat-power motor in practical use at the pres- 

ever was such a boy), but I afterwards learned that as ent time. The fuel guarantees for the engine installed 

usual nothing came of all the maneuvers. I was more in the Laboratory are as follows :— 

concerned, as a matter of fact, about my prospects of 100% Full load — 0.48 pounds of fuel per B.H.P.- Hr. 

“shipping out” of Shanghai. 759% Full load —o.50 pounds of fuel per B.H.P.- Hr. 

ee 50% Full load —o.58 pounds of fuel per B.H.P.- Hr. 

The darkest hour in the history of any young man These fuel rates correspond to a thermal efficiency 

comes when he sits down to study how to get money of about 28% cat full load. Tt will be necessary {o 

without honestly earning it. — Horace Greeley. operate the engine for some time before a satisfactory 

fuel rate test can be made. It has shown a capacity for 

TT carrying 110% rated load continuously and 125% rated 

THE NEW DIESEL Joad for short periods of time. 

(Continued from Page 269) One of the important reasons for installing this en- 

sleeve which carries the fuel pump cam. This sleeve gine 18 that of research. Thete are many problems 

is fastened to the end of the main shaft by three cap which Remigm: £0 be solved. The manner of supplying 

cerews, By loosening the screws, the sleeve can be fuel and controlling combustion is one of the most 

shifted to cause the time of injection to occur earlier difficult problems. The difficulties of solution are ine 

or later with respect to the crank position. The govern- creased by the fact that these engines mansh be built, to 

ing action takes place by shifting a cam carried on a operate on a wide range of fuels. W ith the testing 

secondary sleeve, which rotates on the main sleeve. The equipment which Js available in ;QUE Engineering Lab- | 

position of this governing cam controls the time of OTatories, many interesting problems can be investi-~ | 

closing of the suction valve on the fuel pump. Thus, gated. 

the fuel pump always makes a complete stroke; but fuel TT 

is injected during only a portion of the stroke. Ingratitude is monstrous; and for the multitude to 

The lubricating oil is continuously filtered. One oil be ungrateful, were to make a monster of the multitude. 

pump discharges used oil to the filter and another pump 
— Shakespeare. 

Be en nt nn net ep nn en ne nt ttt AEA Ht 

| | 
| | 
i ! 
| MALONE GROCERY | 
| ! 
| AGENCY | 

| : . | 

Richelieu Pure Food Products 
| WHOLESALE AND RETAIL | 

GROCERIES — FRUITS — VEGETABLES 
j 434 STATE STREET TELEPHONE B. 1163 1164 i 

i | 
Foe nt HR RR NN I NN 
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Se a a SEES 

|e re errr ieee . . CRANE VALVES . ° ee ee eee 
ee ives ok ee 

tae ee ec Mya S Nate | 
ke oS f Qy : ~ va ee a 4 Wedge GateValve 

rN j Pe | \ mR VA i Subjected to hydraulic > A [3 Gf y fen reg) | CU sal ressures closed from oY aes A Pe) ae | oe FO0 to 3000. Ibs. and le cf n Po \ | S mG eon open from 1000 to 3000 Pee yy 4 x r So a] Ibs. without leaking. Pe NS aN ie mek — Recommended fcr steam ae aa um ASE S| pressures up to 150 Ibs. 
i NG yo ae Ue ae me E | ee ew) ; 

Ne ye N OZ SENN i | 

ye ae. 
; PC OO aa AM eel i ae 5 A | Through Your Working Career 
E Ne a \ When commencement is over 
/ hs ae oe ke a and your working days begin, a Ua CN iu oa se ro — Crane stands ready and glad 
7 ee IN | to advise with you regarding 

Ea Le ae te | numberless problems of equip- 
reel | lUlUCUS hb | WO ment. Crane will co-operate 
ie © : ba 2 ae : N| with you as it has since 1855 
(es a ; ee a with the engineers who have 
1 i | receded you. It was Crane 
I \ A ee | No | that first began the systematic 
| a | | Hi a Wed | testing of metals to determine b| Bea ye ce ay efi} iy ‘ : : 

At ly Bl i) || ee their reaction undervaried con- 
Va fe mi ui ee ditions of pressure and tem- Be : eC So a : : \] oo y ae oo perature. It pioneered in the Be : RHE I | : Ho tit aa ed chemical control of raw ma- Moe | ae it | Y ‘i TN. J) Ba A t ae | terials. Into the valves, fittings Ne | Coa heey Yad | s . ee he ied Te and piping materials now of- 

| Ail ae et fered, 71 years of experience | | as ne coer IN 7 . a Ned eee i NN has been put. This experience 
re | eS : : | ES Pe is devoted to your service. 
ee | BARCLAY-VESEY BUILDING ee 1 he " NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO. | 

a Noe ie McKenzie, Voorbees & Gmelin, Architects ie Zi 
; Pa Outside Windows Mississippi \ wae 
Ba nye a Polished Wire Glass Neen 
Bes h MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO. jf § . ee ; 220 Fifth Avenue La. Address all inquiries to Crane Co., Chicago a Pen Chicago New York St. Louis lA we GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING, 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO . by TN IL ZN Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Fifty-five Cities ceo. 0 NS TLL Wa Ne Na National Exhibit Rooms: Chicago, New York, Atlantic City, San Francisco and Montreal Pi NG a CR NG a a Works: Chicago, Bridgeport, Birmingham, Chattanooga,Trenton, Montreal andSt.Johns, Qus. Se Ae CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, MEXICO CITY, HAVANA Peete eck poe ae yo hrUDsCi‘<Céz™SCss CRANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDING, 880 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL eS eahils-aBuNeves ups; LONDON BR HN ON C# CRANE: PARIS, BRUSSELS aN pe J , FES ee ae ee NA, 
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a= VITRIFIED 

Ed He y 

PAVEMENTS / 
OUTLAST THE BONDS 

NATIONAL PAVING BRICK MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, ENGINEERS BLDG., CLEVELAND, OHIO 

An Open Letter 
e 

to John P. Senior 

e 
Dear Senior: — 

Your campus days are very nearly over but don’t let 

anyone mislead you into thinking that the “gladdest years 

of life’ have also passed. Tackle the job of living with a 

little gumption and you'll find each succeeding year more 

enjoyable and satisfying than the year that preceded it. ' 

Your big job in the next few years is to set your stand- 

ards and erect your reputation. What the world wants 

to know about you is the soundness of your judgment and 

the dependability of your performance. Don’t take chances 

on those two points. A clean reputation for solidity, trust- 

worthiness and dependable performance is the goal to 

aim for. (Your dollar-income at first probably won’t total 

very much under the best of circumstances, so be sure 

your reputation-income is the biggest possible.) , 

| Team up with the best in everything that you handle, 

| Stand for, advocate, fight for the best materials, the best | 

designs, the best construction methods. Don’t let your ? 

name come to get associated with second-bests, make- | 

shifts and could-have-been-better-with-a-little-more- 

work-and-thought. 

Build your reputation now—your fortune will come 

later. 

The world doesn’t owe you a living but it’s ready and 

willing to pay you handsomely when you have justified 

it. It’s a great world once you have made it respect you. 

I’ve seen a lot of it and I know. 

Sincerely yours. g 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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A GLIMPSE INTO YOUR FUTURE 

M*** discerning engineering students are preparing themselves for 

future promotions now by reading The Explosives Engineer, regularly. 

And they are finding that this foresight does not involve arduous effort. 

Anyone wishing to learn more about mining, quarrying and construction 

will derive pleasure as well as profit from the carefully edited, authoritative 

articles and from the many photographs, drawings, paintings, and other 

illustrations. Prove this for yourself by writing for a free sample copy. ; 

The Explosives Engineer is devoted to the technology of drilling, blasting, 

loading and transportation of coal, ore and stone. It is edited by engineers; 

many of its articles are written by experienced, well-informed operating 

executives. Each issue contains a bibliography of everything published in 

the technical press of the world, relating to drilling and blasting. - 

For less than three cents a month you can supplement your classroom in- 

struction with this wealth of useful information from men who are now 

occupying the jobs to which you will some day aspire. 

Just pin your check or a dollar bill to the coupon. You will then receive 

The Explosives Engineer for the next Three Years. 

THE EXPLOSIVES ENGINEER 

WILMINGTON Published Monthly DELAWARE 

THE EXPLOSIVES ENGINEER, 
941 Delaware Trust Building, 

Wilmington, Delaware 

Enclosed is one dollar for my three years’ subscription to The Explosives Engineer, starting with the current issue. 

Name 

SC a re pg 

En 

Moe ioe of Meccan ox Auieora aloes snd ontners, They mike-colkitg decordots for an engioeers.scom "ee OL BSE 
Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write. 
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a ae | Jghn A Roebling’ 
: V4 ons Company 

Steel Sheets that Resist Rust! ae Ny | trenton New Jersey 
The destructive enemy of sheet metal is rust. 2 a s 
It is successfully combated by the use of pro- 4 a 
tective coatings, or by scientific alloying to re- ys Via 1Trss be 
sist corrosion. Well made steel alloyed with aT 4 | L \\ wn we 
Copper gives maximum endurance. Insist upon lly i M4 e WY yi \ ae 

ag i) \/ apis ail ih ‘ ; Peed a) )))/)))) a 
/ WA fly i) Wi} Alo ‘a SO) 

ey i jag wi)» 
° e Nd ji Wi 

ce} vo) gy TAG A Rust-Resisting ews, Bp F iF. pe j Y EES, 

| fe wit y / Copper Steel a Wy 
A ss yet 

ay er 
Wey Roebling 

e e ny te : ne Rope is used where equipment is purchas- 
. ed on the basis of lowest ultimate 

Black and Galvanized cost over a long period of years ~ 
hips iyi: Send your rope problems to us 

fe ef ul ill Wy \ for solution. 
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LOSS So gee COLTS 
Keystone Copper Steel gives superior service for roof- a S a peor 
ing, siding, gutters, spouting, culverts, flumes, tanks, and ; 
all uses to which sheet metal is adapted—above or below A MARK 
the ground. Our booklet Facts tells you why. We manu- The Standard for Rubber Insulation 
facture American Bessemer, American Open Hearth, 
and Keystone Copper Steel Sheets and Tin Plates. RUBBER COVERED 

Black Sheets for all purposes 
Keystone Copper Steel Sheets and 
Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized Sheets VARNISHED CAMBRIC 
pipe Key tans Selene Sheets { 

ulvert, Flume, and Tank Stock 
Formed. Roofing and Siding Products WIRES & CABLES 
Automobile Sheets—all grades ate. ae BR, eapecial 
Electrical Sheets, Special Sheets rezard for OUALIEY, 
Deep Drawing and Stamping Stock . . 
Tin and Terne Plates, Black Plate, Etc. Very severe electrical and physical tests are made 

Our Sheet and Tin Mill Products represent the highest standards of quality, and on all varnished cambric prior to its use, and special 

conutruction Bolds Sold by leslie metal mcrehangs Wisi e eneen District Omen attention given the wrapping of the varnished cam- 
i a as bric tape to produce a hard, firm wire or cable, free 

é - . from wrinkles. 
American Sheet and Tin P late Company Full details in Handbook—Send for it. 

——========—=Districr SALES OF CES 

Chicago Cincinndt adciphin  Pitubasgh SN'Lowe os New York THE OKONITE CO., Passaic, N. J. 
Pacific Coast Representatives: Unirep States STEEL PRODUCTS Co.,San Francisco Sales Offs 

Los Angeles Portland Seattle NEW YORK ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO 
Export Representatives: UNITED States Stree. Propucts Co., New York City Agents 

Sse ee Central Electric Co., Chicago, Ill. The F. D. Lawrence Electric Co., Cincinnati, Ohio 
ae cee ree epee eee Pettingell-Andrews Co., Boston, Mass. Novelty Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
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They call it the “Pierce Type” 
When the class « The question is sometimes asked: ment in the instrument section 

— of 15 at Maine Where do young men get when they — of the engineering department. 
q : i - 2 . - oy 

Ce was being grad- eiter a dare: inaustrial OFS Anim AUEne He took it mcrely as a “fill-in 
oe Oe) ae y 0: i 0 cise creati . . on Have they opportunity to exercise creative . 

we uated,thename —ja/emts? Or are they forced into narrow job. Soon he saw that instru- 

. a “Pierce” meant — grooves? ments play a vital part in every 

| "£7 no more in the This series of advertisements throws light electrical operation. As an in- 
4 oe : on these questions. Each advertisement . >: 

_ fi@| fieldofmetering strument enginecr, Pierce spent 
RoHS BERGE h S takes up the record of a college man who Ss 
-T. than Sweeney came with the Westinghouse Company several weeks on the U.S. S. 

or. Jones. Today, however, if within the last ten years or so, after Tennessee and the Colorado 

you'll talk to such companies as graduation. during their trial runs. He has 

the Detroit Edison Company, eagles ridden in the cabs of electric 

The Southern California Edison ® locomotives. He is in closer 

Company, the Duquesne Light of Westinghouse,devised it. He touch with radio than anyone 

Company, or the United Verde designed a system that operates _ not a radio engineer. 

Copper Company, you'll learn on a new and different principle, A design engineer comes con- 

that “Pierce” means a type of and that has met with general tinuously in contact with sales 

remote metering, which enables acceptance in the Central Station _ negotiations, and Pierce’s con- 

a man in a central dispatcher’s field. He also was active in the tact with them proved so bene- 

office to read the condition of a recent re-designing of the entire ficial that he was lately made 

sub-station several miles avay. Westinghouse instrument line. head of the Instrument Section 

Superpower brought in the It was only afew months after of the Sales Department, which 
need for an improved method of _ Pierce had completed the grad- means that he really has charge 

remote metering, and R. T. uate student course at Westing- of the sale of all instruments to | 

Pierce, Maine ’1s5,inthe employ house that hewas givenanassign- | Westinghouse customers. 

Westinghouse 
(W) 
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In a field in sunny Spain stands a stone mortar. 
Crows hover around it, picking up bits of grain and 
chaff—cawing. 

Here Marcheta, in the fresh beauty of her youth, 
will come to pound maize. For years she will pound | 
maize. The stone will stand up under the blows; 

cE not a dent has the muscle of three generations of | 
0 women made upon it. But the crows will hurl their 

: black gibes upon a woman aging early and bent 

NE with toil. Old Marcheta—still in her thirties. 

piece which can release The American woman does not pound maize. But 
woman from her burdens, has she still beats carpet; she still pounds clothes; she 
quready created arev enon in still pumps water. She exhausts her strength in 
mankind labors, General tasks which electricity can do better, and in half 
Electric motors can be found the time. 
carrying loads, driving machin- 

ory and saving timeiand labor: The high ideals of a community mean little where 
trial evelopment (today, ‘to woman is still doomed to drudgery. But the mir- 
Pen eee centitntions acles which electricity already has performed 
A.sexeser Gm adcee indicate but a fraction of the vast possibilities for 

-E advertisements we sg: 
showing what electricity is better living and the tremendous opportunities 
See eek Belde wall ‘Pe which the future developments in electricity will 
let GEK-1. hold for the college man and woman. 

7-72DH 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY. SCHENECTADY. NEW YORK 
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